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INTRODUCTION  

 
Although many of the participants in Tilting Axis have met one another in small groups               
in the region and the diaspora, the conference was the first time that they came               
together for a larger gathering from the Dutch, Spanish, French and English territories             
to meet physically in the Caribbean, along with colleagues from further afield. It             
therefore marked a historic moment. 
 
The sentiment understood after working across the region for the last couple of             
decades is that artists want to know each other better; have a greater network of               
support locally, regionally and internationally; professionalize their practices; engage         
with institutions and markets; communicate with critics and writers; access          
residencies to unhinge and reconfigure ideas and develop deeper relationships with           
researchers and scholars to promote understanding of our contemporary practice in           
both regional and international contexts.    
 
It is critical that this gathering took place on Caribbean soil and that the visual arts                
sector was considered from within the archipelago as a counterpoint to many            
decisions that are often made about the region from external locations.  
 
On one level, this engagement was about simple direct contact with one another - an               
opportunity to meet each other, listen to each other and speak with each other in               
open, honest and robust ways.  
 
On a larger level, Tilting Axis aimed to subvert the normal course of history with               
predetermined access to centres of power and capital. The meeting acknowledged the            
changes rippling across the Caribbean beyond inherited colonial legacies and          
reaffirmed the critical value of networks popping up in our region, its diasporas and              
globally. As more eyes are turning to look at this space - and indeed they are - we need                   
to be cognizant of what they are currently seeing and learning, and consider how and               
what we want them to experience.  
 
Concurrently, the region’s engagement with the Global South exemplifies the critical           
engagements we are all committed to facilitating as catalysts for expanding visibility            
and shaping awareness of our creative outputs. Understanding resonances with our           
colleagues south of the equator is important for us as so frequently the gaze from the                
Caribbean extends primarily North to America or Europe.  
 
There is no presumption all targets will be hit, or that we will fully rectify what is                 
damaged or broken. It is more that these open discussions around work already begun              
will move to another level, manifesting as a collaborative action plan involving all             
participants. Tilting Axis was not only a two day gathering - its intention is to reinforce                
pre-existing relationships while fostering new ones outside of who we already know,            
and ideally beyond this conference in tangible ways. 
 



 
 

Tilting Axis was not a forum dedicated to rehashing frustrations with the failure of              
governance and non-existence of systems supporting contemporary practice in the          
region. We all understand the limitations of the contexts within which we work, and it               
is because of these limitations that most of the participants became creative activists             
who have made enormous contributions to the sector nationally and regionally.  
 
Tilting Axis recognises that the conversation needs to be more deeply connected and             
interwoven within the region while broadening affinities externally. And this is why            
others joined us from outside the region as they have begun to engage with              
contemporary Caribbean practice from their counterpoints or expressed interest in          
doing so.  
 
Although the Caribbean has a history of trauma, and even though the conference took              
place on a former plantation where this very legacy played out, we are choosing              
alternate mechanisms and are committed to nurturing and cultivating healthier          
cultural eco-systems where we can all flourish. The vision of this meeting is to shape               
Caribbean societies where the best option for artists, fifty years after independence, is             
not to migrate. Rather, we are working to foster societies where people can stay in the                
region if they choose to do so. This is no mean feat - tilting the axis is a considerable                   
task. 

 
OBJECTIVES 

  
This meeting aimed to promote greater conversations and engagement between          
professionals working within artist-led initiatives across the wider Caribbean region,          
build and redefine historical relationships with those in the North, and establish open             
dialogue with strong networks emerging globally in the South. Founders/directors of           
the region’s artist-led initiatives were able to have face to face conversations with each              
other, along with a number of professionals from outside the region interested in             
working with Caribbean based initiatives. 
  
The specific objectives of the two-day engagement were to: 
 
● Create opportunities for more integration, awareness, and collaborations to take           
place across the Caribbean and between international foundations, cultural         
organizations, and practitioners 
● Enable local, regional, and international artist networks to reflect on lessons learned             
and share best practices, methodologies and ideas 
● Develop an action plan for continued collaboration and for moving the Caribbean             
out of a peripheral position in the global art conversation 

 



 
 

 

 

PROGRAMME 
 

DAY 1: Friday, 27th February 2015 
“Within the Caribbean” 

  
9:30 - 10:30: Welcome by ARC, Fresh Milk, Res Artis & Pérez Art Museum Miami -                
Holly Bynoe, Annalee Davis, Mario Caro and Tobias Ostrander 
·  Overview of symposium goals and objectives 
·  Overview of the 2-day programme   
·  Self introduction of delegates, position and organization 
10:30 - 11:30: Perspectives on the Caribbean from within – Artist-led Initiatives.            
Chaired by Holly Bynoe 
·  Caryl* Ivrisse-Crochemar (14ºN 61ºW - Martinique) 
·  Malaika Brooks-Smith-Lowe (Groundation Grenada - Grenada) 
·  Deborah Anzinger (New Local Space – Jamaica) 
·  Nicholas Laughlin (Alice Yard - Trinidad and Tobago) 
  
11:30 - 12:30 Perspectives on the Caribbean from within – Institutions and            
Education. Chaired by Annalee Davis 
·  Tirzo Martha & David Bade (Instituto Buena Bista- Curaçao) 
·  Elvis López (Ateliers ’89 - Aruba) 
·  Raquel Paeiwonsky (Quintapata - Dominican Republic) 
·  Amanda Coulson (Director - National Art Gallery of the         
Bahamas) 
  



 
 

1:30 - 2:30 Beyond the Caribbean – Building Institutions, Facilitating          
Collaborations. Chaired by Amanda Coulson 
  
·  Tobias Ostrander (Chief Curator- Pérez Art Museum Miami) 
·  N’Goné Fall (Independent curator and co-founder of GawLab-        
Dakar) 
·  Mario Caro (President- Res Artis) 
·  Solange Farkas (Founding Director - Videobrasil) 
  
2:30 - 3:30 Beyond the Caribbean – Envisioning Exchange Strategies. Chaired by            
Mario Caro 
·  Remco de Blaaij (Centre for Contemporary Arts – Scotland) 
·  Ellie Royle & Max Slaven (David Dale Gallery and Studios -           
Scotland) 
·  David Codling (British Council - Colombia) 
·  Jessica Carden (Mother Tongue - Scotland) 
  
4:00- 5:30 Open Forum Discussion led by N’Goné Fall 
  
 
  
DAY 2: Saturday, 28th February 2015 
  
 

“The Caribbean and Beyond” 
 
9:30 - 11:00 Recap of Day 1: Lessons Learned, Critical Needs, and Strategies for              
Overcoming Challenges within the Region. Led by Mario Caro 
  
This session began with a half-hour reflection on the first day’s presentations,            
summarizing lessons learned, distilling existing challenges and identifying critical         
needs. This was followed by a one-hour discussion identifying specific challenges of            
future directions in Clinic 1. 
  
11:00 - 12:30 Clinic 1: Action Plan: Solutions Through Collaboration. Led by            
Mario Caro 
  
Four self-selected working groups each addressed and discussed issues identified in           
the previous session and began to develop tangible actions for overcoming challenges,            
particularly through strategies of collaboration. Each group presented their action          
plan in Clinic 2. 
  
1:30 - 2:30 pm - Clinic 2: Critical Mass. Sharing an Action Plan for Collaboration.               
Led by Tobias Ostrander 
  



 
 

A representative from each group presented their Action Plan to the whole group. The              
community elaborated and sought agreement on specific strategies for addressing          
challenges through collaboration. Having been presented, these action plans were          
then prioritised in Clinic 3 
  
 
 
2:30 - 3:15pm On the Ground. Led by Tonika Sealy. 
  
Local participants will have the opportunity to voice concerns. 
  
3:30 - 4:30pm Clinic 3: Critical Mass. Discussion led by N’Goné Fall. 
  
Groups discussed and determined feasibility strategies identified in Clinic 2. The 
strategies were prioritised in order to shape the Tilting Axis action plan to be 
determined in the final session. 
  
4:30 - 6:00pm Review and Next Steps. Determine Tilting Axis Action Plan,            
timeline and deliverables. Led by Holly Bynoe and Annalee Dais. 
 
 
 
 
 

CLINIC REPORTS 
 

 

 



 
 

Clinic 1 
 
Participants: Kira Simon-Kennedy (China Residencies), David Codling (British        
Council), Holly Bynoe (ARC Inc.), Therese Hadchity (Art Historian), Nicholas Laughlin           
(Alice Yard), Remco de Blaaij (CCA Glasgow), caryl* Ivrisse (14N 61W), N’Goné Fall             
(GAWLab), Versia Harris (Visual Artist) 
 
Clinic 1 participants talked about the need for more art writers and venues to publish               
art writing, as well as creating better access to, and training for existing writers in the                
region. 
 
Proposed actionable takeaways that surfaced during the discussion included the          
following: 
 
I. Catalog: 

1. Create a database of writers who cover the region, with contact info 

2. Create a database of publications (print and online) that run reviews,           
interviews and features on arts in the region 

3. Create a database of libraries, archives and reading rooms that catalog           
information on the arts in the region. This can be archived in Fresh Milk’s              
online map of Caribbean art spaces. 

II. Support writers: 

1. Provide better support for existing writers (writers' residencies        

through Caribbean Linked/Alice Yard and abroad, workshops, introductions       
to international publications) 

2. Educate and create training/internship/mentoring opportunities for      
aspiring arts writers + journalists 

3. Help art writers travel in the region 
4. Create more art writing prizes 
5. Keep writers informed about openings and events, make sure to provide           

good access 

III. Disseminate 

1. Share content, help independent researchers get published across multiple         

platforms 
2. Promote writers and content on websites and social media 
3. Tie it into arts education, teach workshops in schools and universities 
4. Translate content, create more multilingual publications 
5. Interface with national libraries (Blank Canvas/NLS’ IN) and international +          

university + museum libraries 



 
 

In short, although there are currently few professional arts writers based in the             
Caribbean, a lot can be done to encourage and foster new and existing talent. 
 
Clinic 2 
 
Participants: Tobias Ostrander (PAMM), Katherine Kennedy (Fresh Milk and ARC),          
Marsha Pearce (ARC), Natalie Urquhart (NGCI), Elvis López (Ateliers ’89), Llanor           
Alleyne (Visual artist), Max Slaven (David Dale Gallery) 
 
Summary: 
 
The Clinic 2 session started by reviewing some of the conference’s key themes:             
connectivity and the need to formalize creative networks within the region; the            
current challenges faced by artists and institutions practicing within the region in            
terms of finance, mobility, visibility and space; and the need to inform dialogue about              
Caribbean art from within the region.  Discussions ensued around the following topics:  
 

1. The potential for pooling resources and sharing networks; 
 

2. Centralizing advocacy efforts; 
 

3. Presenting our purpose in terms that can be understood regionally and           
internationally; 
 

4. Addressing barriers to connectivity - whether this be policy at a governmental            
level, logistical in terms of movement, both geographical and linguistic, and           
funding – across multiple regional platforms; 

 
5. Supporting local and regional production and visibly feeding into the          

international scene on our own terms, negating the need for external           
validation 

 
6. The logistics of travelling Caribbean shows effectively and with limited          

budgets and varying customs/import policies; 
 

7. The need of simultaneously nurturing international interest in the region while           
growing local audiences; 
 

8. Making significant contributions to documentation, research and scholarship,        
as well as serving as an educational tool for the community, which was             
considered a central mandate of most participating organizations; and  
 

9. Imaging what a Caribbean future might look like (Marsha Pearce’s Caribbean           
Futurism concept); 
 



 
 

The group agreed that there was a need for a more formal Caribbean art network (and                
that Tilting Axis could act such a platform) but also felt that pre-existing platforms              
such as ARC could be better utilised and supported via advertising/content etc.  

 
The discussion moved on to a regional project and explored what format this may take               
– community programming/education/travelling exhibition. Marsha Pearce presented       
her current research project Caribbean Futurism (research, publication, mobile         
exhibition), inspired by Afrofuturism, which focuses less on historical constraints and           
present limitations within the region, and more on a vision of the future. The group all                
agreed that this was a strong theme for a collaborative, multi-island/multi-genre           
project that could develop over (three) years.  
 
Project: Re-titled Caribbean Futures the premise of the project will explore the theme             
of futurism within each participating country/island, initially as individual projects.          
These projects would be connected via marketing and (potentially) artist exchanges           
and workshops etc and would be scheduled simultaneously. Selected works from each            
island exhibition would then form a larger, singular, Caribbean Futures exhibition that            
would travel internationally.  
 
Summary: 
 

1. Increase collaborative research, scholarship, travel and access to the region; 
 

2. Utilize online spaces effectively, particularly supporting pre-existing networks        
like ARC;  

 
3. Partner non-profits with educational institutions for a multilayered approach         

to learning & artistic growth; 
 

4. Restructure institutions and policy; look at success stories and see what we            
can glean as a region; 
 

5. Tailor language in a way that does not exclude or alienate those we are trying               
to reach.  
 

The final and key action point was that Tilting Axis would become a travelling              
conference hosted by different islands either on an annual or biannual basis, forming a              
critical platform for networking, dialogue and support. 
 
Clinic 3 
 
Participants: Amanda Coulson (National Art Gallery of the Bahamas), Malaika          
Brooks-Smith-Lowe (Groundation Grenada), Raquel Paiewonsky (Quintapata), Tirzo       
Martha (Instituto Buena Bista), Mario Caro (Res Artis), Deborah Anzinger (NLS) and            
Maria Elena Ortiz (Pérez Art Museum Miami) 
 



 
 

Clinic 3 began with a general discussion followed by the identification of problems             
across localities. Then, efforts concentrated on generating ideas for the workshop.           
Below you will find the notes from the initial conversation, as well as the ideas               
generated by the group.  
 
Discussions ensued around the following topics:  
 

1. Preexisting economic systems in the Caribbean are shaping cultural exchange,          
but locally the problem is how to connect with communities.  

 
2. Black Diaspora Symposium in Barbados was a failed model. 

 
3. We might not all be on the same page in terms of making/penetrating markets;              

some of us want to create one, expressing that we are not the “naive" garden." 
 

4. Are artists showing in national institutions in a failed state? 
 

5. How to deal with governments and power - Once you make cultural officials             
know that culture is a revenue system that creates jobs, money, and markets?             
Always remind them about the economic gain.  

 
6. How to develop standards and create spaces for critique? 

 
Summary: 
 
1. Develop an arts education exchange programme/agreement between the College         

of the Bahamas (COB) and IBB for art students. At this point most IBB students go                
to art school in The Netherlands, but the cultural difference between Curacao and             
The Netherlands creates a cultural gap and the Caribbean can be explored as a              
region to provide tertiary level art education for Dutch Antillean students. IBB can             
apply for a grant from the Netherlands, to offer scholarships for Caribbean            
educational options. 
 

2. Create partnerships with other alternative spaces in the region. NLS is leading a             
workshop at the Edna Manley School for the Arts on how to run and conceptualize               
an artist's run initiative. Develop sub-network of micro residencies. This should           
also be shared across the region, for example if there is a syllabus it should be                
shared across the Caribbean. Find ways to include input from other artists run             
spaces within the region.  

 
3. Collate information on available art education in the region, not only including            

universities, but also other types of community educational programmes. Develop          
database / add to Fresh Milk’s online map of Caribbean art spaces.  

 



 
 

4. Consider developing programmes in curatorial practice in the Caribbean, as well           
as curatorial exchanges across institutions and alternative spaces among all Tilting           
Axis participants  

 
5. Res Artis to connect with NLS, Groundation, Popopstudios, and other artist led /             

Caribbean residency spaces and utilize their handbook resource 
  
6. Exchange of publications among all the participants of Tilting Axis  
 
7. More formalized relationships that we bring students from COB and Edna Manley            

with each other, including places in Miami/region 
 
8. In Grenada, Groundation Grenada will make meetings with art students  
 
9. Link each other up an our website, specially on Fresh Milk's map 
 
10. Tilting Axis delegates to share Press and Media mailing lists 
 
11. Consider alternative ways for web development, Squarespace: IBB can provide          

web support at an affordable rate: Create a Guide about Internet/Website           
Resources 

 
12. Regional Meeting in Miami  
 
13. Research about legal structure of importation and exportation of artworks across           

the Caribbean, as well as the legal structures that affect art, and how can local               
institutions help in this process. CARICOM freedom of movement  

 
14. Revisit the idea of a traveling Caribbean Biennial/Triennial that is not centralized            

in one space. Remember the biennial at the Museum of Modern Art, Dominican             
Republic which began in the early 90s. 

Clinic 4 
 
Participants: Joscelyn Gardner (Visual Artist), Tonika Sealy (Cultural Producer), Ellie          
Royle (David Dale Gallery), Solange Farkas (Videobrasil), Janice Whittle (Queens Park           
Gallery & National Cultural Foundation), David Bade (Instituto Buena Bista), Jessica           
Carden (Mother Tongue), Annalee Davis (Fresh Milk) 
 
Discussions ensued around the following topics:  
 
 

1. Develop an exhibition project in the Caribbean linking the Caribbean with           
Britain, thematically centred on the history of sugar and rum. Develop an on             
line gallery and open forum 

 



 
 

2. IBB shared their planned travel to other places in the Caribbean during 2016             
to celebrate the IBB’s ten-year anniversary including their desire to work with            
other artist led initiatives across the regio 

 
3. Make Tilting Axis happen every year in a different island. Make an effort to do               

the next edition there? Start the conversation with government. Keep TA alive            
and construct a network. Gave example of Palais de Tokyo – tanker idea/boat.             
TA might apply as a network to access a cruise ship or tanker. Use Videobrasil               
as a platform to speak about Tilting Axis at one of the festivals and invite               
curators, press etc. to learn more about TA and the Caribbean 

 
4. Develop (i) TA website/blog and (ii) Facebook page to keep up communication 

 
5. Next TA might focus on a curatorial theme. We do not know the world and the                

world does not know the Caribbean 
 

6. Develop a mentoring programme 
 

7. Use the contacts we have to support TA moving forward and Link out TA to all                
networks 

 
8. Consider support not only for young artists but think about how older artists             

can benefit. Develop regular peer review sessions for artists 
 
Summary: 
 

1. Find a way to make Tilting Axis sustainable through an online platform.            
Kriston Chen to design Tilting Axis website. 

 
2. Develop TA blog and FB page with links to all participants 

 
3. Convene TA on an annual or biannual basis 

 
4. Look into doing a project on a tanker or a cruise ship. Form a partnership with                

the Yankee Clipper and consider including the IBB box project.  
 

5. Develop a mentoring programme linked with subject specialists. 
 

6. Workshops to engender sustainability in the space including professional         
development for artists 

 
7. Develop local peer review sessions 

 
8. Develop an exhibition at what used to be the old Art Foundry art gallery,              

Barbados 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

OUTCOMES AND ACTION PLAN 
As a result of the Tilting Axis conference, it was determined that an action plan would                
be agreed upon by all parties present in order to stimulate the visual arts sector within                
the Caribbean, while opening up possibilities with partners from outside of the region.             
We collated the feedback from the clinic sessions into three main areas of activity: 
 

1. Education: Critical writing about the Visual Arts; Scholarships and Research &           
Knowledge based activities. Those interested in supporting the educational         
activities include the NAGB (The Bahamas); NLS (Jamaica); IBB (Curacao);          
Ateliers ‘89 (Aruba); Mother Tongue (Scotland); CCA (Scotland); Groundation         
Grenada; Quintapata (Dominican Republic) and N’Goné Fall (Senegal/France);        
Fresh Milk (Barbados); ARC Magazine (St. Vincent & the Grenadines); Alice           
Yard (Trinidad & Tobago) 

2. Programming + Exhibitions: NAGB (The Bahamas), NLS (Jamaica) Ateliers         
‘89 (Aruba); David Dale Gallery and Studios (Scotland); Fresh Milk (Barbados);           
Joscelyn Gardner (Canada); 14N61W (Martinique); Videobrasil (Brazil) and        
Pérez Art Museum Miami (USA); ARC Magazine (St. Vincent & the Grenadines);            
NGCI (Cayman Islands) 

3. Artist Movement + Mobility: Res Artis (The Netherlands); Pérez Art Museum           
Miami (USA); China Residencies (USA/China); NLS (Jamaica); Groundation        
Grenada, Fresh Milk (Barbados); Quintapata (Dominican Republic) and IBB         
(Curacao). 

 
Future Tilting Axis meetings: 
Tilting Axis 2016 will be hosted by the Pérez Art Museum Miami. 



 
 

Tilting Axis 2017 will be hosted by the NAGB in The Bahamas. 
Tilting Axis 2018 will be hosted by the National Art Gallery of the Cayman Islands. 

 
INDIVIDUAL REPORTS 

 

 

L-R: Mario Caro (Res Artis), Annalee Davis (Fresh Milk),  
Tobias Ostrander (Pérez Art Museum Miami) and Holly Bynoe (ARC Magazine)  

 
Core Partners 

 
Annalee Davis 
Founding Director 
The Fresh Milk Art Platform Inc. 
Barbados 

 
“The community of the world remains therefore to ‘be made.’”  

1

 
On day 1 of the Tilting Axis conference, just before the first coffee break, the main 
support beam of the Fresh Milk wooden studio, cracked under the weight of 
thirty-two participants gathered from around the region and further afield to 
speak about the Caribbean’s visual arts sector.  I had never heard this sound 
before – it was different to that of the mahogany pods that regularly fall on the 
zinc roof with a loud explosive noise followed by the sound of them rolling down 
the shiny, undulating galvanize surface with a clamor. This unfamiliar noise, 
(which few people heard), a dull sudden thud, begged the obvious question 

1 Achille Mbembe, Geografia em Movimento, Sesc_Videobrasil. Pp. 48 
 



 
 

about support mechanisms for the visual arts sector in the region. As I write this 
some weeks after the conference, additional support beams are being installed to 
buttress the modest wooden space where Tilting Axis happened. 
 
The symbolism was apt given we were addressing sustenance for the arts and 
determining ways in which we might bolster the sector in very practical ways. 
Although more than a dozen major grant applications were submitted requesting 
financial assistance for the conference, the lack of investment from local and 
regional funding bodies revealed a dearth of understanding by Caribbean 
governments and regional corporate entities about the value of the arts to wider 
society. Funding for Tilting Axis confirmed the region’s reliance on Europe for 
most of its financial support- although six weeks after the event, the Art and 
Sports Promotion Fund in the Barbados Prime Minister’s office confirmed their 
financial patronage for the meeting.  
 
Those of us working in the region confront issues of sustainability on a daily 
basis and often wonder if the bottom will collapse from under our feet. 
International visiting artists and researchers in residence at Fresh Milk often 
express surprise at the conditions under which we work and are shocked by how 
little support there is for the arts in Barbados and the Anglophone Caribbean. 
Knowing this, we decided not to spend the limited time we had lamenting the 
working conditions but rather, determine what we could do to solidify our 
relationships and proactively move the sector forward. 
 
“…for me the frontier has always been much more than a delimiting line: it is a 
zone of contact, an opening to otherness, and an encounter with the challenge of 
relearning who we are by confronting the other.”  

2

 
We decided to host Tilting Axis in Barbados as it would likely mirror the 
challenging working conditions for our colleagues across the Caribbean while 
confirming the power of the visual arts’ third sector organisations collectively 
blazing trails for the visual arts sector in the Caribbean and internationally. 
Meeting in the Southern Caribbean would also reveal the operational 
environment to those coming in from outside of the region, unaware of the inner 
workings of this context. 
 
Challenges included balancing the local, regional and international participants’ 
expectations, negotiating local desires versus participating in larger art 
conversations and figuring out what role we each have to play in shifting the 
ground.  
 
Some local participants suggested that the conference should have been 
exclusively a regional affair and that the inclusion of ‘outsiders’ was reminiscent 
of an earlier international conference held in Barbados (Black Diaspora Visual 
Art Symposium / 2009) which, it was expressed, had caused considerable 

2 Rogerio Haésbaert, Geografia em Movimento, Sesc_Videobrasil  
 



 
 

damage to the local (Barbadian) art community and was the death of the 
National Art Gallery Committee.  
 
Contrastingly, to my mind, Tilting Axis was driven by a regional collective 
focused on sustaining and reinforcing an intra-Caribbean contemporary art 
community as a matter of priority, while at the same time considering ways in 
which the region might become part of larger conversations taking place in the 
Global South and the Global North.  
 
Tilting Axis brought together a network of individuals interested in finding ways 
to support the production of art works by Caribbean artists, and increase the 
visibility and understanding of such production. It was clear that in spite of 
limited infrastructure in the region for the contemporary visual arts, there is (i)  
an abundance of talent across the region and in its diaspora worth supporting; 
(ii) a commitment among participants to create opportunities for this talent; (iii) 
recognition of the important work being done by third sector arts organisations 
and (iv) increasing international interest in the region’s creative output which 
should be capitalised on.  
 
A decidedly open approach to the two-day conference allowed participants to 
equally contribute to shaping the discourse. It was agreed that the work being 
done in the region be consolidated and that mechanisms of support be developed 
to expand the sector, allowing artists and cultural workers flexibility to remain in 
the region or return and work here if they so choose. Delegates broke into 
self-selected clinics, tabled a variety of suggestions and proposed action plans 
out of which three main areas of focus were determined: (i) Education, (ii) 
Programming and Exhibitions and (iii) Artist Movement and Mobility.  
 
The desire for Tilting Axis to become an annual gathering confirmed a 
commitment to shape a community of creative activists within an archipelago of 
islands simultaneously linked and fragmented as a result of varied colonial 
encounters, post-independent challenges and more recent economic trials. The 
exchanges that took place over an intense two days and nights, were akin to a 
unified group of cartographers reimagining and remapping a critical space 
within which we could each navigate our way forward. It appeared as though the 
tilt, or the shift, was collectively expressed as a reframing of this territory, 
beyond linguistic divisions, national borders and the insular Caribbean, to 
become more expansive and mobile- continuously opening up to varied 
possibilities and diverse conceivable futures. 
 
Hosting an annual Tilting Axis gathering annually in a different place will deepen 
the relationships already established, open up participation to cultural workers 
on the ground in new spaces and constantly expand the network to include 
others who wish to join and continue the critical work. Several entities 
generously offered their sites as potential sites for future iterations of Tilting 
Axis including the PAMM (2016), the NAGB (2017), the NGCI (2018) and 
Quintapata/DR (2019).  
 



 
 

Already we are seeing a variety of outcomes as a result of the February meeting 
including examples outlined below: 
  

(i) Support for Marsha Pearce’s Caribbean Futures project;  
(ii) An interest in finding ways to contribute to the sustainability of ARC; 
(iii) NGCI has invited the NLS and Fresh Milk to travel to the Cayman 

Islands and offer a workshop/lecture on how to build an artist led 
initiative and develop a residency programme; 

(iv) An offer by N’Goné Fall to assist with reviewing a grant application to 
the EU ACP fund for TA to take place in Caribbean islands between 
2017-2019; 

(v) The sharing of the ‘Double Dutch’ exhibition model by Amanda 
Coulson which can be freely used, once the model is credited; 

(vi) The desire to facilitate educational exchanges at the tertiary level 
between the COB and the IBB as a pilot; 

(vii) An offer from the IBB + China Residencies to assist with web 
development; 

(viii) A suggestion form Videobrasil to create awareness about Tilting Axis 
at their upcoming festival in October 2015; 

(ix) A suggestion to use the Dakar Biennial – both the official platform and 
the fringe events, as a space to showcase the Caribbean and engage 
with curators from Documenta and Venice etc. Consider submitting an 
exhibition or a panel to make the Caribbean visible. 

 
The tasks at hand are to:  
 

(i) Develop a roving, collaborative administrative desk to manage the 
coordination of the annual Tilting Axis meeting (currently Fresh Milk, 
ARC, Res Artis and PAMM who meet regularly to move this forward);  

(ii) Source funding to design and maintain a Tilting Axis website to 
archive the data;  

(iii) Facilitate the Action Plan which includes the realization of proposed 
projects tabled at Tilting Axis in Barbados 2015 through the 
self-selection of participants to get the activities off the ground and 
lend support where feasible; 

(iv) Keep the network of communication going, possibly through a closed 
Tilting Axis Facebook page . 

  
 
“Culture needs stewardship, not destruction. Critical thinking without hope is 
cynicism but hope without critical thinking is naiveté. To survive and thrive we 
need to bridge critical thinking with hope.”  

3

 
Fresh Milk was honoured to host the inaugural Tilting Axis conference given that 
the goals of the meeting mirrored our own mandate as a social practice project 
nurturing contemporary art practice and encouraging excellence. Echoed 

3 Maria Popova of Brain Pickings, in conversation with Krista Tippett of On Being. 
http://bit.ly/1KdYx1E 



 
 

throughout the two days of meaningful exchange was the sincere desire to 
construct, collaborate, and envision different possible futures’ and share 
resources and knowledge, both bolstered by the collective expression of a 
genuine interest to work together. The dynamic and powerful assembly of 
Caribbean and non-Caribbean participants inspired critical thinking and hopeful 
enthusiasm as we considered constructive ways in which to be more sustainable, 
connected and competitive.  
 
Tilting Axis was a long time coming. The ground has shifted and the gathering 
was a catalyst for practical engagements and subsequent meetings to take place, 
beginning with the PAMM in Miami in 2016 to which I look forward.  
 
 
Holly Bynoe 
Co-founder and Editor-in-Chief 
ARC Magazine 
 
"Culture is all about crossing the streams. Hybrids give me hope." - Nayland Blake. 
 

I.Currents.  
 
Over the last four years as my work has deepened across the creative space of the                
Caribbean, it became imperative and essential for the disparate networks in existence            
to find some form of cohesion, to fortify efforts and move as one solid unit to execute a                  
plan to greet the 21st century with and in hope.  
 
My compatriots Annalee Davis and Katherine Kennedy hold a similar vision and belief             
in the birth of this innovative future for creatives. We decided in 2012 that our spirits                
weren’t going to be broken we were coming to a boiling point with coordination, grant               
writing, funding and the development of sustainable measures, given the absurd           
hoops that we have to maneuver through to access grant funding from international             
organizations. With the belief that things could change (things have changed/are           
changing) and that we could develop a model to revise healthy practices through             
thorough assessment and by living and doing it, the small seed of Tilting Axis was               
born.  
 
Months later with several grant rejections under our belt, but with renewed            
commitment due to the addition of core partners, the Pérez Art Museum Miami             
(PAMM) and Videobrasil, we started to ascertain what kind of          
event/programming/dialogues could make this idea/action possible. After 18 months,         
Tilting Axis emerged as an opportunity for us to start thinking about proactive ways to               
combat the failure of our national states and regional policies. The gaps that exist in               
our current domestic and regional infrastructure is tantamount to the doctrines and            
supporting policies that were set up during the postcolonial era as each nation state              
tried to understand their independence and the development of singular and           
sometimes unique national narrative. Forty to sixty years later, we see that the             
resources and habits created have become the barriers and blockades that we need to              
eradicate.  
 



 
 

Our creative ecologies developed within vacuums, and as we have worked to combat             
the current methodologies, Tilting Axis, became a space for us to think about a new               
type of operational freedom; to act, critically engage outwardly and to safely dream,             
project and conjure within. There was no need to reinvent the wheel, and as we               
continued to refine the model, the project started to feel possible, a real avenue for               
those who oftentimes seem obscure/irrelevant/undervalued, largely working with        
futility.  
 
 
 
 
II. Environ: Space is the Place 
 
Tilting Axis ‘the event’ happened like whiplash, and was truly a blur. Professionals             
congregated; friends, colleagues and strangers alike. It was obvious from the get-go            
that the administrative structure dictated a kind of professional and practical support,            
so its participants didn't show up to attend a ‘parachuting’ event or to ‘lime’ or to just                 
kick back and enjoy the tropics. They showed up to work, to engage and to give great                 
care and critical support to the intended agenda and action plan.  
 
It felt as it was coalescing that it was a space of security, democracy and for the first                  
time to have an open discussion about our shared and individual professional            
histories; a safe space to revisit trauma and an area for possible healing.  
 
It felt like a ripe moment; fertile and candid.  
 
Participants shared carefully and cautiously about the practical measures that were           
put forward, including educational initiatives and collaborations, programming and         
curatorial exchanges, the development of scholarship and research materials, and the           
press machine that will distribute and broadcast the changing face of Caribbean art to              
itself and to the world. They spoke willingly about the challenges and frustrations of              
their individual locales, failed and successful contingency plans and about the           
necessity for all parties involved to have and make the kind of commitment that would               
propel deliverables forward. At times, it felt like a privileged gathering, at times             
vulnerable, critical, ambivalent and provocative. The shifting within the group          
dynamics felt fluid and organic, as most entities have been working closely or within              
one to two degrees of separation.  
 
It has been hard for me to think about the aftermath due to several factors, primarily                
as the scope and scale of the outcomes were quite formidable, infrastructural and             
deeply connected with the types of sovereignty that each nation-state practices.           
Governance in Barbados differs from governance in The Bahamas. Somewhere          
between, the overseas regions (departments) that remain connected to colonial          
Europe are experiencing a kind of cultural closeness and financial stability by            
comparison, and at times dissonance from the Anglophone Caribbean. However          
participants, whether from the region or external to it, all had a fair grasp of what it                 
means to live and work within creative systems that aren’t optimal.  
 
The central efforts - ensuring sustainability, developing exchanges and growing artist           
mobility - remain core concerns. Three months later, these issues are still quite             



 
 

prevalent and in most sectors they remain untouched. Tilting Axis’ role is not to              
eradicate but to alleviate, calm and decentralize certain pressures.   
 
Culture as an evolutionary stream of action within the local and regional            
consciousness was affected, and I am of the belief that the positive action plan and               
momentum gained through Tilting Axis will continue to proliferate and begin to add             
value and contribute to changes in our wider creative economies and ecologies. 
 
Certain elements that were present in the language and atmosphere came with the             
pre-emptive understanding that: 
 

● Rampant cynicism has in effect kept creative professionals guarded or within           
splintered spaces; 

 
● The geographic realities and language barriers hinder/prevent true        

collaboration and investment within the regional creative industries; 
 

● Current granting and funding options reinforce colonial legacies. Independent         
funding organizations that operate outside of these considerations in the          
Caribbean are largely non-existent. The language to utilize financial assistance          
and the means by which we go about securing funding needs to be             
reconfigured. We need to consider the kind of actions that could compliment            
creative endeavours; this includes the successful future financing of Tilting Axis           
2016-2020; 

 
● After 2 years of development, we were unable to wrangle the financial support             

needed, and within our capacity as administrative initiatives that took away           
from the focus that we would have been able to commit to outreach and              
development; 

 
● What does this say about our value, our networks, our collaborations and the             

way we consider sustainability, growth and progression? 
 

● How will Tilting Axis become sustainable and truly active given the limitations            
faced? Will it continue to be a sacrifice for the core partners to continue to give                
time to it and if so, what does that mean for future commitments? 

 
● I am cognizant that Tilting Axis can be seen internally by its administration as a               

way to escape creative crisis. While it is powerful, it is important to note that it                
is in no way a cure-all. In conjunction with everything else occurring in the              
region, we should take into consideration all positive developments and try to            
see what new organizations/professionals/creatives can be included in this         
conversation, to broaden our scope and strengthen our weakness; 

 
● Understanding that there are new targets we have yet to think about; 

 
● How to build relationships with politicians and philanthropists to ensure that           

the way forward is met with little bureaucratic hindrances.  
 
As an administrative arm of Tilting Axis, it is important for us to think about               
economies of scale and to not make something bigger than we can manage. 



 
 

 
III. Futures: Planting Seeds  
 
Practically speaking, the meeting was an extremely positive, inspirational and historic           
moment for most of the participants. It reiterated corporeal connections and created            
the environment for the genesis of projects; the testing ground and think tank for spur               
of the moment thoughts, ideas. It was a chance to air dreams and to give them agency.                 
Some are already taking shape, and some we have yet to understand: 
 
Dr. Pearce’s upcoming research in Bermuda, The Cayman Islands, the Bahamas and            
further afield through 2016-2018 to develop ‘Caribbean Futures still rings through as            
one of the more practical and immediate outcomes from Tilting Axis. How this project              
will be incorporated into the organizational objectives still remains unknown but it is             
a positive motion to ascertain how a series of exhibitions, programs, talks, public             
works can shift the creative unconscious in the Caribbean. 
 
The focus of several organizations – institutional and artist-led – to commit to the              
transfer of institutional knowledge, developing exhibitions programming and        
opportunities regionally and globally is a target that will be reinforced through the             
sustainability of Tilting Axis.  
 
Input from international participants who have committed to the development of           
several educational and mentorship modules is crucial to combat the attrition rates            
that we see prevalent in the region. This will lead to a more professional pool of                
emerging artists for further development. 
 
It is important that we clearly understand that our internal network is powerful, and              
that we now have access and assistance that we did not have before such as grant                
writing and review of proposals by participants with experience in social and cultural             
development.   
 
After the meeting, the key points garnered were directly related to addressing the             
anxieties of professionals who felt excluded from the meeting. As we work to remedy              
that, as this exclusion was contingent on funding, we are working to refine the              
operational infrastructure of Tilting Axis. This will help us figure out how to move              
forward in a practical way, distilling our methods and sharing our operational            
capacities.  
 
As we work to assess the success of the 2015 conference, how then do we tailor the                 
2016 iteration to show a certain kind of evolution? How will we think about our action                
plan, the things that we can do over the following 10-month period, and the              
delineation of issues that remain outside of our actions which continue to impact             
creative ecology, its status quo or its hopeful transformation? 
 
If we think about all of the previous meetings that have been conducted in the region                
in the past 10-20 years, how does Tilting Axis differ? How does it generate a language                
to ensure that it does not suffer the same demise or fall into trappings that similar                
events experienced?  
 
I was impressed by the dedication that was maintained through the meeting, but             
understand that the kind of momentum needed to generate constant forward motion            



 
 

will make more sense if we are able to identify an administrative head organizational              
body who will work to make new connections to entities who want to work with the                
Creative Caribbean, seek out ways to generate funding and continue to establish in the              
minds and the saplings of the critical mass that change is possible. As we figure out                
our best practices, modules and become more aware as a region that the support to               
secure our creative industries is possible, projects like Tilting Axis will be at the core of                
this transformation. 
 
 
Tobias Ostrander 
Chief Curator 
Pérez Art Museum Miami 
Miami 
 
After much anticipation, funding setbacks and re-workings – our Tilting Axis           
symposium resulted in a very positive and exciting few days together. I felt a general               
air of excitement by everyone, in meeting peers working within organizations in the             
British, French, Dutch, Spanish and US Caribbean. There was a great deal of             
expectation and perhaps skepticism as we began our discussions, but I think some of              
this subsided as we all were able to share our experiences in an open and democratic                
manner and then worked hard toward finding common issues and ideas for specific             
future projects to pursue together. I think there was a greater sense of trust and               
mutual understanding after two days of structured presentations and talks, as well as             
a strong sense of camaraderie, or the encouraging feeling that each of our individual              
struggles is shared in different variations by other cultural practitioners in the region-             
it felt rewarding this mutual recognition and support and the general atmosphere of             
wanting to work together.  
 
It was extremely important and at times hard to push beyond topics regarding all that               
is not working in the region, all the lack of infrastructure, stability and sustainable              
support- and to think imaginatively about possibilities- but we made strong steps in             
this direction. From PAMM’s point of view, I would like to think we were able to                
convey our long-term interest in supporting and collaborating in the region, in sharing             
intellectual and financial support whenever possible. I am hopeful I was able to convey              
PAMM does not have a specific agenda in this conversation, but we are interested in               
participating in research and projects that are pursued in a fair exchange of resources              
and recognition and which emerge from the ground up, based on real needs within the               
region.  
 
The next steps in our conversations will be the most important- to keep our dialogue               
directed toward specific, realizable goals, both short-term and long-term. I was           
personally very excited by the research topic of Caribbean Futures, proposed by the             
ever-thoughtful Marcia, I could see this being part of a grant that would allow for the                
production of individual projects to be funded and exhibited locally and then brought             
together for a larger travelling exhibition beginning at PAMM. A project of this kind              
might be anticipated by a symposium and/or reader, with commissioned texts on the             
topic. The group seemed strongly interested in having an annual meeting going            



 
 

forward, to formalize our network and to try to meet next year in Miami at PAMM. I                 
will begin to pursue this goal and see possibilities for us to meet again in twelve                
months at the museum. One next step might be to form a board for this group to begin                  
to define itself in more formal terms and to start outlining its goals and forms of                
iteration- be them an annual meeting, sponsored talks, research initiatives etc. I am             
very energized to keep going and find our next projects together. 
 
Mario Caro 
President 
Res Artis 

 
This brief report outlines the role played by Res Artis in the planning and execution of                
Tilting Axis: Within and Beyond the Caribbean - Shifting Models of Sustainability and             
Connectivity, a gathering of thirty plus organizations and individuals invested in the            
coherence of the cultural sector in the Caribbean held in Barbados at Fresh Milk, one               
of our member residencies. What follows is a brief overview of the rationale of Res               
Artis’ involvement in the meeting and its future role in helping to develop Tilting Axis               
as a platform that will carry on the work defined as a priority during our meeting.  
 
Background 
 
Our work with Fresh Milk began a couple of years ago when we approached them to                
collaborate on our project of comprehensibly mapping the world of residencies. We            
have partnered with several entities around the world that have already engaged in             
this kind of project, often focusing on specific regions. In this case, Fresh Milk had               
already produced a sophisticated map listing arts organizations in the Caribbean. 
 
Another project that attracted us to work with Fresh Milk was Tilting Axis, an effort to                
bring together many of the organizations in the region that have not met together              
before for a variety of reasons. Most of these reasons, such as linguistic differences and               
transportation impediments, have to do with the legacy of colonialism in the region.             
Thus, the idea to bring together representatives from the Dutch, French, Spanish, and             
English cultural sectors within the region presented intense challenges, but for these            
same reasons was made the main objective of the Tilting Axis project. 
 
When discussing the possibility of involvement by Res Artis in this effort, it was              
obvious that we could assist by not only inviting our members from within the region               
but also those organizations outside the region either already working with Caribbean            
organizations or those wanting to develop relationships there.  
 
Res Artis Members’ Participation 
 
While we put out several calls for participation, response from our members to             
participate in the event was not what we anticipated. It’s not clear why that was,               
except that there may not have been an obvious connection for many of our members.               
The Res Artis members that did participate included: Fresh Milk, Videobrasil, and            
China Residencies. There were some organizations present that were previous          
members but have let their membership lapse.  
 



 
 

Despite this, the engagement from those in attendance was robust. Videobrasil, for            
example, has been involved with Fresh Milk for some time and the participation of              
Solange Farkas, its founding director, not only reinforced that relationship but also            
opened the possibility for more collaboration across the Caribbean. This is a region             
that Videobrasil has not engaged in-depth in the past, despite its focus on south-south              
relationships. 
 
China Residencies, a network of residencies in China; was represented by Kira            
Simon-Kennedy, its co-founder and program manager. Her participation in the          
gathering was fruitful in many ways. She provided perspectives on her network’s            
activities in China, including mapping the variety of models for residencies developing            
in this vast part of the world. She was also able to begin negotiations for establishing                
several exchanges between members of her network and cultural organizations in the            
Caribbean. 
 
Future Engagement 
 
As far as Res Artis is concerned the meeting was a complete success. Our aim was to                 
have a membership engage with the cultural sector in the Caribbean in order to              
promote mobility and cultural exchange, both within the region and beyond. This was             
accomplished in a variety of ways. There were excellent opportunities to learn more             
about the challenges and benefits of working with organizations in the region. We             
learned that there is much to be done to cohere the region beyond its linguistic               
barriers. At the same time, this diversity is a great advantage when engaging with              
other cultural organizations around the globe. It was clear that studying the region             
and building these relationships is an ongoing process. The Tilting Axis platform is an              
ideal means of achieving this and Res Artis looks forward to helping to continue              
develop it.  
 
To this end, the platform identified three areas of activity: education,           
programming/exhibitions, and artist mobility. The latter focus on issues of mobility is            
the obvious concern taken up by Res Artis. Our organization will continue to identify              
possibilities to further mobility with and within the region as part of the Tilting Axis               
endeavour. Part of these efforts involve assisting with planning for the next meeting of              
this interest group, which is being hosted by the Pérez Art Museum Miami in 2016. 
 
We look forward to increasing our engagement with the Caribbean through our            
participation in Tilting Axis. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

L-R: Llanor Alleyne (Visual Artist), Katherine Kennedy (Fresh Milk & ARC), 
Versia Harris (Visual Artist) 

 
Local 

Llanor Alleyne 
Artist and Writer 
Barbados 
 
As what Barbados calls a “returning national”, I have been fortunate to find and              
befriend several fellow artists in a relatively short period of time—less than two             
years; a feat because when I first arrived on the island I was naïve and quickly grew                 
disillusioned by what I felt was a collective indifference to new ways of approaching              
and appreciating art outside of the scenic and colonial-inspired work I’d encountered            
in several galleries and at local fairs. The conception of Tilting Axis with its line up of                 
international art players, and before it Fresh Milk with its diverse artist alumni, was a               
welcome shattering of what was perhaps a rush to judgment. I signed on to attend               
Tilting Axis because I was and continue to be open to new ways of engaging with the                 
Caribbean art world as an artist, a supporter and an observer.  
 
My expectations of Tilting Axis, however, were different than what was actually            
presented and implemented during the two-day conference. What I anticipated was a            
full-on engagement with curators, art administrators and fellow artists about how we            
all can move forward to strengthen regional support of art and increase the             
Caribbean’s presence on the world stage. We all have ideas about how this should be               
done and, of course, communication and coming together as a collective is key to              
enacting such a global shift. While this partially came to fruition at Tilting Axis, I was                
surprised and a little dismayed to find that there were so few artists actually present. I                
also felt a bit pressured to be a spokesperson for the artist experience in Barbados,               
which I was and am completely unqualified to do as someone who not only recently               
got back to the island, but also as a self-funded artist who has not sought local or,                 



 
 

indeed, international financial support to continue my practice. My lack of experience            
as a genuine local artist, who I define as someone who has had active engagement with                
several of Barbados’ arts organisations and communities and can read the response of             
Barbados’ population to art produced here over several years, placed me at a severe              
disadvantage when it came to contributing to discussions focused on specific needs of             
the island and the region at large.  
 
I also freely admit to feeling entirely lost in the many discussions that centered on art                
organisation best practices, where surprisingly, little of what artists might actually           
want from these residencies and organisations was addressed. In this sense, I feel this              
first iteration of Tilting Axis was an arts administration conference, rather than one             
that sought to unite artists with the curators and artist residency administrators to             
better define and address the needs of the artists who do want to breakout into the                
larger art world without necessarily abandoning their home country. In fact, the lack             
of a strong regional artist presence to sometimes interject and say, “No, we want this,”               
or “No, this isn’t necessarily helpful or true,” made it easy for some to discuss artists                
not as co-partners in Tilting Axis’ mission, but rather as commodities to be guided or               
led in achieving this greater goal. In saying that, I am saying that the second iteration                
of Tilting Axis needs to not only invite more artists, but also be sensitive to artists as                 
co-partners and co-creators in shifting perceptions of the region. 
 
However, it wasn’t a negative experience for me. I now have a greater empathy for               
what goes into supporting artists within an arts organisation and I did feel the passion               
of several participants at the conference to effect change in as many ways as possible,               
not only to gain a larger global audience, but to also inspire greater support from our                
local communities for art and artists as professional craftspeople worthy of attention            
and respect. In fact, the beauty of the first Tilting Axis conference was the strong               
presence of grassroots organisations that are already driven to reshape the role and             
perception of artists and art in their local communities. In this respect alone, the              
conference proved to be a very good start to what will hopefully be a sea change. 
 
 
 
Therese Hadchity 
Art Historian 
Barbados 
 
There was certainly an atmosphere of goodwill and collegiality among the           
conference-attendees, and, all the way, one had the sense of being in the company of               
competent, generous and truly committed people. This was layered with a sense of             
frustration (especially expressed by Fresh Milk and ARC Magazine) with the enormity            
of the task that still lies ahead in furthering the ‘sustainability’ of the Caribbean              
art-scene. 
 
The objectives of the event were stated as that of promoting integration and further              
collaboration between artist-led spaces in the Caribbean and beyond. Another aim was            



 
 

for such spaces to exchange ‘best practice’ models, and a third was to move the               
Caribbean out of the global periphery. A verbally stated objective was that of helping              
Caribbean artists ‘make a living’.  
 
Satisfying the first purpose (integration and further collaboration) commitments were          
easily secured among residency-managers for future exchanges. The second aim          
(exchanging experiences and sharing best practices) was fulfilled by the presentations           
made by representatives of the region’s informal spaces.  
 
Meanwhile, what these presentations especially drew out was just how dependent the            
function and possibilities of each space are on local (i.e. national) circumstances.            
Whereas each space clearly seeks to compensate for poor visual arts infrastructures,            
their funding-opportunities, the scope and scale of their activities and their           
‘institutional’ or ‘counter-hegemonic’ inflection, reflects particular histories and        
contemporary situations. The needs and frustrations of each space may therefore be            
somewhat different. Though it may have been implied in the presentations, I think it              
would have been useful to draw out the particular strength and needs of each space. 
 
I was more uncertain about the last two conference-objectives (bringing the Caribbean            
‘out of the global periphery’ and helping its artists ‘make a living’). The latter is indeed                
an endemic global problem, and it strikes me that informal spaces and residencies are              
relatively ill-suited to help alleviate it, at least in the short term.  
 
Indeed, the one question, which has stayed with me after the event, has been that of                
realistic expectations and attainable goals. On that note, it struck me that the question              
of what it would mean to ‘move out of the global periphery’ not only remained               
unexamined, but that the question of ‘global visibility’, had it been examined more             
closely, would have divided the participants into two camps. I believe, that the more              
relevant and realistic objective at this time is that of moving the visual arts out of the                 
region’s own cultural periphery. Not by reaching further afield (attempting to           
piggyback on resourceful overseas partners), or by assuming that ‘growth’ (more           
partners, higher turn-over rate of residents, extending the network globally)          
necessarily constitutes improvement, but by strengthening the relationships that do          
exist, by deepening the discourse around the production that does take place, and by              
staying focused on artists’ work, rather than the expansion of the network, which             
could end up becoming an objective in itself. 
 
 
Janice Whittle 
Curator 
Queens Park Gallery and  
The National Cultural Foundation 
Barbados 
 
Information was disseminated at Tilting Axis as to how those present could work             
together to improve the careers and opportunities for the Visual Artists of the region. I               



 
 

share weekly emails to local / regional artists and curators as well as post on               
Facebook to alert the art community to international opportunities. The Tilting Axis            
encounter fed into this activity as there were persons present such as the British              
Council Representative for the Caribbean, the heads of Videobrasil, Res Artis, China            
Residencies and many others. 
 
The meeting brought home to me how invisible the Caribbean is in the wider world of                
art, despite individual artists being seen in the international arena. Many of the             
international representatives of institutions confirmed a lack of interest from their           
institutions in discovering more about the Caribbean. In contrast there was a concern             
about the validity of exhibitions on Caribbean Art, which tended to be superficial             
surveys. It was suggested that such exhibitions exhibiting the work of Caribbean            
artists would be more meaningful if united by a theme. However, Tobias Ostrander of              
the Pérez Museum pointed out that the growing Caribbean communities in the US             
would cause institutions to look for projects from the region. The idea of the region is                
becoming stronger than individual island identities. 
 
The value of CARIFESTA as one of the few events which brings together artists from               
the Caribbean, was underestimated by some of those present; most of the participants             
were unfamiliar with CARIFESTA. Although it is often poorly organized, it provides an             
opportunity for the Artists of the region in multiple disciplines to meet each other and               
understand the region better. The CARIFESTA Symposium provides an outlet for the            
sharing of ideas and experiences, but of course depends on the skill and dedication of               
the organizers as to the quality of the event. One of the dangers we face as regional                 
Artists is the speed with which we dismiss existing institutions as opposed to working              
with them to raise standards. This has contributed to the multiple cliques in the Visual               
Arts in Barbados, which is not healthy. 
 
Although the lives of the majority of the presenters were very different from my own               
in the breadth of their international experience, there were some suggestions that I             
could adapt to suit the needs of the community. Here are some possibilities: 
 
- Local peer review sessions at different Artist’s studios or at QPG where everyone              
brings a drink or snack and we discuss the work in a critical, yet supportive way. A                 
Guest who may be a stranger is invited to share their views. This activity could take                
place once a month. 
 
-I could add to my budget an honorarium for writers to write on exhibitions at Queens                
Park Gallery for local press and make an effort to have the work published elsewhere               
to access an international audience. 
 
-Contact publications abroad that do not have information on the region. 
 
-When independent researchers visit the region they should conduct workshops on           
writing on art and ideally write on art in the region. 
 
- Continue to broaden the local market as well support artists penetrating markets             
abroad. This could possibly occur through exhibiting in unconventional spaces. 
 
-To educate government officials such as the Minister of Culture about Art, it would be               
a great idea as suggested by Amanda Coulson, to have government ministers visit             



 
 

biennials, accompanied by a local curator as part of their education about art. 
 
There were many other ideas that came out of Tilting Axis. I hope that it will continue                 
to impact on the thinking of those who participated. It provided a wonderful             
networking opportunity that has already borne fruit. 
 
 

 

Prince Claus Fund grantees. (L-R): Deborah Anzinger (NLS), Holly Bynoe (ARC), Malaika 
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Regional 

 
Deborah Anzinger 
Executive Director 
New Local Space (NLS) 
Jamaica 
 
One of the most valuable aspects of 'Tilting Axis: Within and Beyond the             
Caribbean–Shifting Models of Sustainability and Connectivity', which I believe will          
facilitate a momentum of ongoing partnerships, was the candid articulation from each            
of the participants about the objectives and structures of the organisations they had             
created/worked for in their local spaces. This provided a solid platform to create ideas              
for projects that were true partnerships in that they had much potential to equally              
serve the creative vision and mandates of participants.  
 
During the clinics, in which diverse sub-groups self-assembled, plans were loosely           
drawn for future collaborative projects that participants believed would forge the           
necessary infrastructures to develop diverse visual art practices and industries locally,           



 
 

intra-regionally and transnationally. These plans were then assessed later by the           
wider group in an open forum, which revealed weak points, and brought forth ways to               
strengthen the ideas. Timelines for beginning their implementation were established          
in the final session.  
 
It was unanimously agreed on that it was important for each organisation to straddle              
building and nurturing their local ecosystem while engaging each other's spaces and            
economies on an international level. 
 
From the sub-group in which I participated, consisting of María Elena Ortìz (Perez Art              
Museum Miami), Malaika Brooks-Smith-Lowe (Groundation Grenada), Amanda       
Coulson (National Art Gallery of the Bahamas), Mario Caro (Res Artis), Raquel            
Paiewonsky (Quintapata) and Tirzo Martha (Instituto Buena Bista), a few of our most             
resonating ideas were:  
 
1) Education initiatives that would convey practical hands on knowledge to artists in             
the region for creating more art initiatives and artist-run spaces 
 2) Curatorial exchanges 
 3) Strategic cross-promotion (newsletters, social media and websites) 
 
Holding workshops on starting DIY art spaces geared towards a wide cross-section of             
artists was a project that I felt particularly committed and equipped to do. It was               
suggested that this workshop and/or its modules be circulated between the           
organisations, and NGCI was particularly interested in hosting one there (being faced            
with a dearth of artist-run spaces in the Cayman Islands). Art residency exchanges was              
another area that seemed to be a relatively easy fit for NLS, since this draws on                
programmes already in place within the organisation.  
 
From the other sub-groups, ideas that I found particularly useful for building regional             
visual art infrastructures were residency exchanges for art writing, art scholars and            
curators. 
  
As the largest organisation participating in the conference, PAMM's earnest          
engagement with the conversations happening in the Caribbean, as well the research            
currently being conducted by the museum in the region for upcoming exhibitions, was             
promising. Tobias Ostrander's articulation that the museum is interested not only in            
showing contemporary art from the region but "building of Caribbean art histories in             
the consciousness of the American public" was an objective I found particularly            
thoughtful.  
 
It would be incomplete if I ended this report without mentioning how uniquely and              
positively the open, airy environment that Fresh Milk provided seemed to influence            
the comfort and intellectual candor of the participants who forged relationships here.            
The strong effort made by ARC Magazine, Fresh Milk, Res Artis, PAMM, and other             
sponsoring organisations, such as the Prince Claus Fund, to target and facilitate           

http://www.pamm.org/
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representation from both artist-run spaces and national institutions was another          
unique and fertile foundation of the conference.  
 
 
David Bade & Tirzo Martha 
Co-directors 
Instituto Buena Bista 
Curaçao 
 
First impression 
 
David: To be honest, at first I had a prejudice of what the conference was going to be.                  
Because of my past experiences I grew accustomed to the fact that most of the times               
there was a lot of talking, less actions and very few tangible results. But within this                
short time of 2 days, this was not the case at all. The whole approach and the focus                  
was to come to concrete and clear results. I think this was a good thing and I am                  
positive about this. We had to take steps to get somewhere. They gave us cases we had                 
to work on and present and come up with some real proposals. “Collaboration”             
and “exchange” are all very nice funding words but they have been used so much that               
now they’re becoming empty words. I have all the confidence that something will             
happen this time around. 
 
The fact is that we will invite a new person over to IBB from Jamaica, Deborah                
Anzinger. Her name sounds like a German Jamaican, David jokes. She is the director of               
an art platform called NLS and we will visit her as well on our trip to Jamaica. 
 
During our visit to Jamaica, we will visit the Edna Manley College, an academy of the                
Visual and Performing Arts, formerly known as the Jamaica School of Art and Craft.              
They also teach  drama, music and dance. 
 
Tirzo: Two things I find very important about the Tilting Axis conference: 
 
The old guard and the usual faces were absent and there was fresh blood there. That                
was refreshing, to have that fresh blood who are open to new ways, perspectives and               
visions. Another thing I found interesting was that it wasn’t about the artist as              
individual but about art itself. About the society, the added value of art for the society                
and how you can contribute to the development of art education and formation             
through social cultural art projects. 
 
David: we sat in work groups or sub groups and got the questions: Are we just here to                  
meet each other or will we do something from now on? They proposed to me too, now                 
that next year we will exist for 10 years, to let our art collection travel within the                 
Caribbean region. Now our network has expanded, with these new people and the idea              
to have our art travel in the region visiting all the different art platforms, sounds very                
appealing. 
 



 
 

Annalee Davis was here like 3 years ago, talking about networking, and now to me it                
indeed proved to be very useful. 
 
Tirzo: Collaboration is not necessarily in one form only. It can also be to assist or to                 
support. For example: a lot of art initiatives say they have a lack of financial means.                
They don’t have money for a website for example. To let some company make a               
website can costs thousands of dollars, but if for example we at IBB can make a                
website for another art initiative we can support each other in this way. We can               
exchange our services, knowledge and capacities with one another, as everyone is            
good at something. It’s much cheaper and by doing it this way we can also generate                
funds.  
 
We didn’t know everyone at the conference. The people we already knew were Elvis              
Lopez from Aruba, the Fresh Milk team from Barbados, Nicholas Laughlin from Alice             
Yard Trinidad & Tobago, the representative from Martinique, Caryl and Holly Bynoe            
from ARC Magazine. The countries we were pleasantly surprised to have met, because             
we thought there would be mostly English islands, were Dominican Republic and            
Brazil.  
 
Tirzo: It was of great satisfaction to meet and speak with people from the French               
speaking islands, Martinique, and also to acknowledge the presence of a          
representative from the Dominican Republic. 
 
David: There was a really good vibe and energy. The movie made about the conference               
truly represented how it was: nice, sweet, a bit soft, with this good message-vibe. 
 
Tirzo: I think that art education was an important detail during the conference, which I               
find very important. In Martinique there was also a conference that I attended which              
was specifically about art education in the Caribbean. Art education is a complicated             
thing in the Caribbean. The references are elsewhere, or the references are absent, the              
ratios don’t make sense. A lot of artists have studied in Europe or the States but how                 
many people can bring their references on one line here in their home country or in                
the country where they’re studying, it’s difficult. It’s all in subparts: You have             
Caribbean art, Latin-American art, Western art, art from the US or art from the East.              
There are always all the different inputs but it never comes together as a whole. 
 
It’s all fragmented where as in practice it should be more tangible for students who               
want to study in Europe for example to know their ‘art heritage’ and its position in the                 
whole context of the global art. How do the Caribbean artists that studied in Europe               
and return, pass on or deal with their knowledge. 
 
I’m from another era, of for example I know a lot about Latin-American and Caribbean               
art. So all the references I had was based on the Latin-American and Caribbean art. But                
when you go to Europe, it’s absent there, it is totally ignored and the only thing they                 
talk about is Western art. So when you get to the Caribbean, to what degree will you                 
find all the mentality, structures, references and materials in the right ratio with             



 
 

reality? Where all the elements and components are brought together. That’s why I             
always found it odd about Wilfredo Lam. People find him important because he was              
with Picasso. How does this make it relevant to us here? There is something more,               
something else. It’s not about the figure or the places. It’s about the art.  
 
It should in a natural way come together, as what you can learn here, can be lost in                  
Europe. I sometimes hear students say that others see their art as west-European art.              
This is actually a bad signal. It should be about art, to what extend will you get another                  
element and add it, or ignore it and do as if it doesn’t exist. In Martinique for example                  
they have very different references. 
 
David: It was not only good for me to be at the conference to network as in meeting                  
new people but also to make appointments of intention. In other words to make it               
official. It was a good energy and why it was so important because we actually don’t                
really know each other. It’s a large region but everyone lives literally on their own               
island. We know little or nothing really about each other. 
 
 
Malaika Brooks-Smith-Lowe 
Co-founder 
Groundation Grenada 
Grenada 
 
‘I think it's an act of rebellion to be a whole person... It's an act of rebellion to show up                    
as your whole self, and especially the parts that are complex, that are unfinished, that               
are vulnerable.’ - Courtney Martin 
 
Two weeks before traveling to Tilting Axis: Within and Beyond the Caribbean - Shifting          
Models of Sustainability and Connectivity at the Fresh Milk Art Platform in Barbados,            
I listened to a podcast titled The Inner Life of Rebellion a conversation which included            
Courtney Martin. During my presentation at Tilting Axis, about the vision  and work          
of Groundation Grenada, I shared the above quote by Martin. Her reflections on the         
power of being able to make progress even with full recognition that we are imperfect             
and always in-the-making resonated with me deeply. It is this kind of 'showing up' as a              
whole complex person that Groundation Grenada seeks to support. As an organization         
our aim is to create safe spaces for people in our communities to explore the fullness             
of their experiences and express themselves in an environment that honors          
our differences. Tilting Axis was a unique moment to connect with founders         
and directors of initiatives that similarly work to support and enhance the growth        
of the Caribbean's vast array of voices & creative visions. 
 
Tilting Axis held from February 27-28, 2015 aimed to promote greater conversations         
and engagement between artists and professionals working within artist-led         
initiatives across the wider Caribbean region, build and redefine historical          
relationships with those in the North, and establish open dialogue with active            
networks emerging in the Global South.  

https://soundcloud.com/onbeing/parker-palmer-and-courtney-martin-the-inner-life-of-rebellion
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http://groundationgrenada.com/2015/03/06/game-changing-regional-art-conference-on-sustainability-in-caribbean-visual-arts-held-in-barbados-february-27th-28th-2015/


 
 

 
The space that the organizers Fresh Milk Art Platform Inc., ARC Inc., Res          
Artis and Pérez Art Museum Miami were able to create was a rich opportunity for            
discussing challenges and envisioning collaborative solutions.  They brought       
together several of the region’s arts initiatives to engage in face to face conversations.            
Also present were a number of professionals from outside the region interested in            
working with Caribbean-based initiatives such as  Solange Farkas, founder and         
director of Videobrasil  (Brazil), and N'Goné Fall, a founding member of the        
Dakar-based collective Gaw-Lab (Senegal). For a complete participant list and other         
details read the official post-conference press release (here).  
 
There were many existing relationships and partnerships in the room and many           
possibilities for new collaborations discussed in formal sessions and during tea           
breaks. Technology has been an invaluable tool in facilitating the growth of what feels              
to me like a tangible movement in the region via the visual arts. Being in the same                
physical space as such a dynamic group of artists, curators, writers and organizers,           
and being able to have real conversations, was an invigorating experience. We all           
showed up as our full selves, open to discussing the complexities we are working with               
and through.  It was an intergenerational setting with cross-pollination between        
organizations that were founded decades ago and seedling organizations that are now          
taking root and beginning to bloom.   
 
We discussed existing resources such as Fresh Milk's Map: Caribbean Art Spaces and          
how we can further support by submitting suggestions about additional art spaces in           
the region that could be included on the map. During one discussion Amanda Colson,             
Director of The National Gallery of the Bahamas, made a point that made me laugh but              
held a lot of truth. She said,  “I don’t want everyone to be an artist (I think that would                 
kind of be a nightmare) but I want everybody to use the creative part of their brain.                 
The gallery should be a creative think tank of the community”. National galleries and             
art museums can play a vital role in the incubation of a population that is innovative               
and expressive. In the past few years Amanda has played a pivotal role in shifting the               
demographic of people who visit the National Gallery of the Bahamas. Initially           
only 10% of visitors annually hailed from the Bahamas, now that figure is closer to             
40%. Tobias Ostrander Chief Curator at the Perez Art Museum in Miami (PAMM) also              
made the point that, “The museum is a social space for critical thinking, for thinking              
about new possibilities for citizenship…”. Grenada doesn't have a national gallery or            
art museum and many would argue that we don't have the time nor the luxury to give                
the idea much thought. But these institutions, as well as artist-led initiatives and            
private galleries, are important for tourists, yes, but more significantly they are sites            
for creative engagement, the sharing of resources, and the growth of new ideas             
about what being a member of society today can look like. Where else do we vision               
ourselves anew if not in creative spaces?  
 
There were a number of artist-led initiatives such        
as Ateliers89 (Aruba), NLS (Jamaica) and IBB (Curacao) that spoke about the artists      
residency programs they offer. They described the ways that their local and            
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international artists-in-residence make full use of the support (and in some           
cases funding) that their programs offer. Being on both sides of residencies, as an            
artist and administrator, I've experienced the kind of energy that is exchanged          
between artists and the communities they are connecting with. In our relatively small             
Caribbean societies all opportunities for meaningful engagement should be nurtured          
and the thousands of typical tourists who move through isolated parts of countries are             
hardly feeding our hunger and curiosity about the world we inhabit. Artist residencies             
vary greatly as one quick search of Res Artis' list of residencies will reveal but overall             
they provide a refreshing model for engagement. For many artists who have attended             
creative art programs, the intimacy of those spaces stimulates growth and the           
development of supportive relationships and is often missed once the program is           
complete. Other artists have never had the luxury of an environment that supports             
their work. Artists residencies can serve this function for our creatives while bringing             
value to the community via skill-sharing etc. 
 
There were many conversations about deepening the links between existing creative          
arts programs and initiatives regionally. How do we more effectively harness our           
collective energy to avoid burn out? How do we build a sustainable movement of              
creatives regionally? There were certainly many questions raised at Tilting Axis and a             
commitment by a number of participants to collectively work towards answers. In            
order to be more strategic about channeling our energy now that the conference is              
over, we chose to commit our organizations to working groups that can now begin             
to draft and spearhead action plans in relation to three specific areas: education,           
programming + exhibitions and artist movement + mobility. We are a group of            
highly-involved individuals and organizations, it seems though that we are all ready to             
find a more secure web of support to lift some of the weight off our shoulders. I think                 
this working group model will set us up for success so that we can keep the              
momentum going by focusing on the areas that we can contribute to the most.  
 
 
Amanda Coulson 
Director 
The National Art Gallery of the Bahamas 
The Bahamas 
 
One of the greatest single challenges facing The Caribbean is logistics. Logistics affect             
our trade routes, our ability to engage with the rest of the world, to easily access                
facilities. Compared to road transit, the cost of air and sea travel is hugely expensive              
and this inevitably affects the art scene and its development--both internally and            
externally--as we do not have access to other countries' outputs, nor can we easily              
share our own not only in terms of actual artworks, but also in terms of critical                
exchange also, this inevitably stunts our development. 
 
Part of running an institution is networks and relationships; meeting other           
professionals to share ideas and concepts, to discuss problems and to brainstorm for             
solutions. While there already exist international conferences for museum and art           

http://www.resartis.org/en/residencies/


 
 

professionals, since our region poses some very specific problematics, there was a            
void for those of us here, needing to communicate and solve our very geographically              
specific issues and also a need to simply get to know one another, to forge               
relationships that could lead to partnerships and creative dialogue. 
 
It is not only the cost of traveling, but the time: fragmented by colonial structures, our                
"hubs" have traditionally been European; it is easier and faster to go from Nassau to               
London than from Nassau to Port-Au-Prince; the vestige of the colonies also means we              
are not integrated, like the European Union or the United States, and visa issues can               
cause issues with work and study. Miami functions as our most useable hub, but since               
the region is considered by the international airlines as a mere leisure destination,             
connections are inconvenient for intra-Caribbean travel.  
 
Due to all of the above restrictions, many of us in the region had never met before,                 
even if we had been working and communicating for several years. It was high time for                
a regional conference to be organized, around which we could plan our schedules and              
dedicate several days to useful exchange, so Tilting Axis, and the support it received              
that facilitated many of us to come together, was most welcome. 
 
The most obvious outcome was simply the ability to get to know another art scene. It                
is one thing to see works in reproduction and read about them, but to visit sites of                 
production and simply to meet and speak with the practitioners and organizers brings             
a completely different understanding. Also, despite what tourist advertising and          
Hollywood films might imply, all Caribbean countries are not the same and to spend              
time in another one of our neighboring states opens up entirely new understandings             
of both the country and the region, and allows for viewing one's own country through               
a different lens, how it fits into the giant archipelagic puzzle. 
 
Secondly, finally meeting so many of my colleagues face-to-face was extremely           
valuable. While Skype and email have certainly made contact and communication           
easier, there is nothing better than good old-fashioned face-time to be able to form a               
really functional working relationship, to understand the nuances of another person's           
situation. 
 
Thirdly, the presentations given by the different speakers and the conversations that            
followed, brought context, deepened the picture and opened up new possibilities for            
future collaborations. The working groups lead to some very fruitful avenues; for one,             
I learned about the dearth of academic options for art students in the region, which               
has lead to conversations about making College of The Bahamas more open to foreign              
students, indeed, I am already engaged in conversations with COB's president to            
facilitate dorms. 
 
Several great things came out of this edition of Tilting Axis: discussions regarding             
shared exhibition programmes; ideas for how to generate a traveling show that is             
curated from the region rather than by visiting international curators; and models for             
exhibition-making that can work for us internally as well as a shared large-scale             



 
 

project.  With the other institutional representatives, we decided to form an official            
group so we can find strength in numbers and agitate at a high governmental level for                
things that would facilitate our development, such as reduced tax duties, established            
cultural policy, etc. 
 
Lastly, we all agreed that the conference should be an annual event with a fixed period                
so that we can all add it to our calendars. Due to the logistical challenges with which I                  
started my commentary, the suggestion was made to have it every other year in              
Miami, which is easier for all of us to get to, so we can dedicate even an extra days to                    
the meetings. In the other years, the meeting would travel to a different nation giving               
the delegates the opportunity to get to know another on of the regional states. 
 
The Caribbean art scene is currently the focus of a considerable amount of             
international attention; we have a window of opportunity and need to gather our             
forces and help our artists and institutions form stable connections to the market and              
the global scene. Tilting Axis is a way for us all to come together, focus and strategize                 
to do this collaboratively and take the region forward as a unit. 
 
 
caryl* ivrisse crochemar 
Director 
espace d'art contemporain 14°N 61°W 
Martinique 
 
When I received the invitation from Holly Bynoe and Annalee Davis to participate in              
the first edition of Tilting Axis: Within and Beyond the Caribbean--Shifting Models of             
Sustainability and Connectivity, I was thrilled.  
 
I was thrilled because it would be the first time that I would be able to connect with                  
older acquaintances, to meet new faces and share experiences and concerns about            
contemporary art in the Caribbean with people in the region, outside the French             
network. For two years, since the espace d'art contemporain 14°N 61°W has been             
opened in Fort de France, it has been question of how a platform such as 14N61W                
could fit in the new configuration of contemporary art in the Caribbean, beyond the              
boundaries of French-speaking territories, and how interactions with artists,         
professionals could benefit not only the project and those involved, but also others             
outside a specific community, region, area and so on. 
 
From its beginning, the project of 14N61W consists in a gallery, a platform that offers               
artists from Martinique another possibility to promote, to diffuse and eventually to            
sell their works to other audiences than the quasi inexistent art market in Martinique.              
I have been wondering how it would be possible to deal with issues such as exchanges,                
connectivity with other artists and entities in the region with a fresher, younger             
dynamic and as cultivated and motivated to make things change for the arts in the               
Caribbean possible, even if there are some older models of interactions still in place. 
 



 
 

Being part of Tilting Axis, gave me the opportunity to have an overview of the               
situation in the region on various perspectives and actions possible regarding           
contemporary art of the region. 
 
Questions such as - the elaboration of new models for contemporary art in the              
Caribbean; the interest in the region and of the region for the contemporary art world               
and markets; questions of art education and its funding, along with public targeting             
and the added value off experiences from abroad and return – have been relevant for               
me. 
 
The sharing of each other's experience on the different levels of the art fields also               
reinforced the idea that we must create the change we want in terms of sustainability               
and connectivity in the Caribbean and further. 
 
The conference allowed me as well to find out the various possibilities artists have              
now compared to previous times. Certainly they paved the way for our comfort today,              
but with the knowledge we have acquired through their learning, teaching and            
experiences, we all agree that this is time for a new chapter in the making of art                 
history in the Caribbean. 
 
We must create a new market for Caribbean art and artists and at the same time                
engage critically with it. Exchanges and collaborative strategies must prevail if we            
want to accentuate the visibility, the accessibility to contemporary art of the region. 
 
Overall, Tilting Axis has been a great opportunity to express ourselves about what we              
do, what's happening on each island, in the region. It gave me the possibility to engage                
with a passionate bunch of individuals – not to feel any sense of isolation. All I hope for                  
now is the success of upcoming projects and collaborations that I would willingly             
facilitate or participate in with members of the conference in a near future. 
 
Though with limited means, I would be very happy to support Tilting Axis as much as I                 
can here in Martinique and beyond. Whenever it will be possible, espace d'art             
contemporain 14°N 61°W can be considered as an outpost for Tilting Axis’ future             
operations. 
 
 
Elvis López 
Founder & Director 
Ateliers ‘89 
Aruba 
 
My trip to Tilting Axis started on the Monday before Friday’s conference start date. I               
took a detour and visited Trinidad & Tobago’s contemporary art space Alice Yard. Not              
having visited Trinidad for more than 15 years I was stunned by the new skyline and                
the contemporary developments of Port of Spain. It was a wonderful experience to be              



 
 

in the capital again and to remember how much we differ in culture and remember to                
appreciate this diversity. 
 
On Tuesday Christopher Cozier invited me to stay at Alice Yard and gave me the               
opportunity to present Ateliers ’89’s work and our promotional short film. There I met              
Nadia Huggins and saw the work she is exhibiting at Alice Yard. I have known Nadia                
from the time she collaborated as a graphic designer with the ‘Caribbean Linked’             
project in Aruba and it was great to meet up with her again. I loved the working style                  
of Alice Yard and how they support emerging artists. I was very happy to have the                
opportunity to enjoy great conversations with Christopher Cozier for two days. 
 
A day before the Tilting Axis conference, I arrived in Barbados. A big surprise awaited               
me when I visited Fresh Milk To meet everyone, to see, to take in the wonderful                
aromas and to be there was great. We were all so well received by our hostesses and                 
participating guests. Being there reminded me of what the Spanish Curator Paco            
Barragan stated at one of our first meetings during the development of ‘Caribbean             
Linked’, “We don't need to have a large space or luxury to accommodate an event like                
this but rather it is all about having the right people on board, supporting and               
attending your conference.” 
 
I so enjoyed the very interesting participants, the presentations, the chats and all that              
happened in between, especially the dogs... At the same time I saw and understood              
that Ateliers ’89 is in the same boat as everybody else, that we all have to cope and                  
deal with the similar problems, the need for that personal connection, workspace,            
finances, and how to come up with new solutions and of course to receive recognition               
for what we are doing. 
 
In my enthusiasm I want things to move faster and wish we were already onto our                
next conference but as we all know, time, work and dedication is time consuming.              
After the meeting I am taking time to see, to listen, to feel, to understand all the great                  
ideas and movements that are happening in the Caribbean. I believe we can look to the                
future with great delight and anticipation and we will push forward with hope and              
determination no matter what, in order to make it happen. 
 
To Annalee, Holly and staff I thank you very much for your great hospitality.              
‘Caribbean Linked’ started a great idea and hopefully that dream will continue through             
Tilting Axis with an International Artists Passport and of course ….a SHIP. 
 
 
Raquel Paiewonsky 
Co-founder 
Quintapata 
Dominican Republic 
 
The need to reach out, create strategies and form alliances has always been a part of                
who I am as a working artist in the Caribbean. I have always believed that human                



 
 

resources and our ability to use then wisely and generously is a key factor in               
accomplishing our goals as a country and as a region. 
 
Being a part of the Tilting Axis three day program was real treat for me, not only                 
because I was able to share my own challenges as an artist, as a member of an art                  
collective and as a citizen of a country like many, where art is really not a priority, but                  
also because I was able to understand similar realities and predicaments, and realize             
once again, the need for an action plan that we desperately must address. 
 
So being there, surrounded by a group of honest, intelligent, sensitive and willing             
people, bringing fourth promising solutions, real achievement plans, possible short          
and long term collaborations and potential support revealed that there might be light             
at the end of the tunnel. 
 
Personally this event was important for two main reasons. First of all it really gave me                
a sense of who we are within the region and that perspective is very important for us.                 
In Dominican Republic we have the tendency to believe that the grass is always              
greener on the other side and sometimes we forget that within the Caribbean we are a                
great metropolis with many limitations but with an infrastructure of museums,           
cultural spaces and a tradition of Biennales and art collections that perhaps can be              
used as a platform to a wider audience.  
 
It gave me a sense of our strengths as a community and helped me identify what we                 
can offer. But also it helped me get a clearer understanding of what our weaknesses               
are and allowed me to look at other models where education is playing a more               
prevalent role, for example, or where artists ran initiatives are making a big difference              
with very little financial support in a particular community. These are the things that              
we need to look at and learn from. 
 
The other important reason is that even though different Caribbean countries seem to             
be miles apart because of our different cultural background and idiosyncrasies, we            
really are very unique and alike colonial inheritors dealing with the same issues and              
sharing the same magnificent geography. Historically we have always looked at larger            
potencies as models for development and growth but this dialogue reinforced my            
believe in that within ourselves there is a lot of what we need to begin creating                
platforms that cater to our particular needs. As a region, we need more projects that               
tell our story through our own eyes and not through the lens of the Caribbean fantasy                
that the world has made of us. 
 
The question is, can Tilting Axis continue to exist, bring people together and             
materialize solutions? I believe it can and it should. I believe that a serious initiative               
like this one, with a clear and powerful objective and the will to prove that it can bring                  
a splendid contribution to the region and the world should have no trouble getting              
support.  
 



 
 

Tilting Axis has the power to revolutionize this region not only long term with the               
embodiment of our work and ideas but with every single gathering. With a bit of               
support and determination we can make this happen every couple of years or sooner              
if possible. I believe that the host country must experience the vibrant energy of this               
group of people by allocating spaces where participants can share their own            
experience through conferences, workshops, screenings, panels etc. This is the must           
immediate and efficient way to deal with what I believe is our biggest handicap:              
Access to a better, wider educational experience. 
 
 
Marsha Pearce 
Senior Editor 
ARC Magazine 
Trinidad & Tobago 
 
How do non-profit, art organisations in the Caribbean understand notions of           
sustainability and connectivity? The Tilting Axis two-day conference served as a           
platform for exposing lines of operation, around which several thoughts rotate. The            
sessions raised a number of concerns including a need to see art as that which exists                
beyond a gallery or museum – the linking of art with crucial social work; the reality of                 
art as a practice often done on the periphery of a main, 9-to-5 job; the dangers of a                  
top-heavy management structure and the significance of embracing a philosophy of           
operational renewal in order to remain relevant. The conversations elicited the           
following key terms: 
 

 



 
 

 
This image is useful because it invites consideration of the relationship between a             
lexicon for framing, thinking about and articulating creative landscapes within the           
Caribbean and the axes of functioning in the arts. How might this picture change if               
those axes are tilted? What terms will we retire? Which will still matter? What new               
issues will enter the frame? While money is certainly a shifting force, it is only one                
dimension of sustainability – one way in which parties within art worlds can be              
tethered. The meeting underscored social capital, that is, the relationships and           
networks that facilitate collective action, as having the potency of sustainability and            
the potential of positive developments. The challenge is to nurture and grow this             
capital – fighting a return to silos – beyond the start and end points of the conference. 
 
 
 
 
Natalie Urquhart 
Director 
National Gallery of the Cayman Islands 
Cayman Islands 
 
Firstly, I want to express my sincere thanks to the Titling Axis coordinators/funders             
for working to bring the first gathering together in Barbados in February, 2015. I              
appreciate how much effort it takes to schedule, fund and coordinate such a diverse              
group of attendees, especially given the linguistic and geographical barriers we face            
within the region, which was something we spoke about at length. It really did feel               
like a “game-changing” conference, and I was delighted to be part of it.  
 
Some thoughts on the conference: 
 
I understand that your initial vision for the first meeting was broader in scope/size              
but actually felt (as an attendee) that the size was perfect. The intimate gathering              
allowed everyone to connect directly and to establish some meaningful relationships.           
Often in a larger conference this element can get lost and given that one of the main                 
focuses was ‘connectivity’ this model worked well for the first year. That said, for the               
platform to grow and continue to remain relevant, the event should grow each year.  
 
I also felt that using Fresh Milk’s space for this first meeting was a great idea. The                 
more intimate setting allowed for a free flow of conversation which included most of              
the participants.  
 
The entire weekend was well hosted and the evening events were a great chance to               
continue networking and to follow up on themes discussed. I would have liked to              
gotten the chance to visit some of Barbados’ cultural sites as part of the visit and to                 
have met more artists/students. In future it would be great to invite visiting attendees              
to do lecturers/workshops etc – which I think was discussed. 
 



 
 

Programme content: 
 
Content was generally good and I felt the sessions were well considered and that the               
covered various aspects of our collective work, and importantly from the different            
viewpoints (artist led initiatives/ institutions/ visiting guests). I do feel, given we were             
asked to upload our organizational profiles and web links and to view those from each               
participant, that we could have saved some time with organizational overviews           
(5-7min quick recap would have been sufficient) which would have allowed panelists            
more time to discuss some key themes/successes and challenges they shared as a             
group.  
 
I really felt we were starting to make headway with the strategic plan on Saturday               
afternoon and would have liked more workshop time. 
 
Moving forward:  
 
As we are all aware the key is now to keep momentum going both formally as a group,                  
and informally in following up with each other’s organizations on potential           
collaborations/projects etc. Before we get too far away from the conference it would             
be great to receive the list of persons that were allocated to each theme (it was four I                  
believe) and charge them with moving forward in electing chairman, and setting a             
timeline etc….. This will help spread the workload. Further, I would be more than              
happy to “help” as needed, formally or otherwise. 
 
I think the sooner the date/location is set for the next meeting the better. This way we                 
can book the time in advance etc and ensure we don’t end up with clashes that prevent                 
our attending, and potentially secure funding via our own contacts. As mentioned, if             
Tobias is unable to host at PAMM in 2016, we may be able to facilitate the meeting in                  
Cayman. 
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Remco de Blaaij 
Curator 
Centre for Contemporary Art 
Scotland 
 
At the end of February a special event took place in Bridgetown, Barbados. I was part                
of aBritish Council supported contribution to the Tilting Axis conference organised by            
Fresh Milk in collaboration with ARC Magazine, Res Artis and the Pèrez Art Museum              
Miami. 
 
It was the first time for me in Barbados, although over the past years I have developed                 
a keen interest in and was able to travel throughout the Caribbean region regularly.              
Ending up in Barbados to start talking, exchanging and speculating about how a region              
could develop its artistic climate and potential is somewhat peculiar. It perhaps            
instigates one of the core problems the Caribbean as an imaginative region (it's still a               
loose political entity without clear borders, except for the CARICOM economic unity)            
that exists foremost in the minds of tourists and off shore financial services. A more               
complex understanding of the very patchwork of social, colonial, spiritual and           
linguistically rich area the Caribbean might entail beyond our exotic minds, is harder             
to advocate for. 
 



 
 

An access to such imaginative, but also real knowledge, is precisely what the             
conference tried to tackle in its agenda, its invited speakers and targeting of             
supporters in making this gathering financially possible. Fresh Milk and collaborators           
have worked literally for many years in making this gathering of people in a simple               
space possible. It needs to say that by making this possible new friends have been               
made and perhaps lost as well, as it makes the urgency and political need visible to                
people from the outside.  
 
We gathered in the small library of Fresh Milk, situated on a former plantation now in                
service as a dairy farm and hospitality platform in the arts. Some of us were branded                
as outsiders, like ourselves, coming from Glasgow not working directly in the            
Caribbean. This might sound aggressive at first, but in fact the organisers had carefully              
considered this as a vital position from which to come up with ideas that not always                
align directly with the urgencies of the 'insiders'. I had no problem being called the               
outsider, as it truly reflected our position as well as giving me a free opportunity to                
speak about ideas that could become relevant in situations outside of my daily reality.              
Furthermore, I would argue that this is the basis of a true and equal exchange;               
accepting one's unequal position and start speaking from it.  
 
Before coming into such a space, there is a history to remind our selves of. There are                 
geographical tensions between former colonisers like the UK; American led invasions           
in Grenada; tax developed communities in the Cayman Islands; French culture in            
Martinique; Dutch languages across the Antilles and Suriname; oil revelation in           
Trinidad and Tobago; diaspora realities of The Bahamas and everything that is            
between. This is even before we can consider talking about art and its relation to these                
notions, if we think they should be connected and responsive of each other at all. 
 
The question put on the table was straightforward, simple in its formulation, but             
enormously complex in its extraction and execution. So much was clear from the start.              
The conference asked the question of how to sustain and connect Caribbean art             
practices through and from a larger global field.  
 
To start asking such a question, one can see that there is an urgency to connect; to not                  
feel locked up; to have freedom of expression; to be able to travel freely without               
restriction;, to have access to funds and education; to speak together and to enjoy the               
same opportunities that seem to be normal in the global North- if we consider the               
Caribbean as being part of the global South. How to access? is perhaps the most               
abbreviated formulation of the agenda of the conference. 
 
One of the first statements to surface is 'how to access power?' It's an intriguing               
question that shows the experience of marginality, inaccessibility and inequality that           
has been felt throughout the artistic field in the Caribbean. Definitely there is a feeling               
of not having enough access to the opportunities existing in much of Europe and North               
America. A strong response on how to access and regulate that power comes from              
N'goné Fall from Dakar explaining how in an African context certain strategies have             
worked in order to assert power.  



 
 

 
Although there is a certain sympathy in making transparent such strategies and to             
make right what is yet not, I would like to see an undermining of the very forces that                  
constitute that power or a growing disbelief that the existing Western force of power              
will become less powerful as soon as we all have less need for them to be used. It goes                   
to the core of the problem for me, which is not only about the inequality of access, but                  
more so undermining the very structures of power by perhaps saying no. Obviously             
this is much harder to achieve than finding your way to the hands that feed, but still I                  
think the Caribbean holds potential in offering new ways to go around such power.              
Especially, it is the rich cultural life spanning from literature, politics and visual arts              
that can hold a key in offering new solutions.  
 
From Martinique, what is raised is the essential question around what an artist might              
be. In its simple statement, a question the outsiders can relate to, as this is a familiar                 
notion to engage with. How to make more complex the role of the artists, instead of                
looking for ways to simplify their role more and more? This is an exciting promise,               
exactly because the accepted role within society of the artist in the region of the               
Caribbean is often simplified to a labour of craft, if understood at all. It means that any                 
reflective role that the artist, let's not even speak about a curator, can play has to be                 
negotiated every time these relationships are shown in an exhibition or stimulated            
during a residency. To me this holds strong connection with the complex fabric the              
Caribbean in itself holds. Where many social issues and relations are not yet resolved              
and under constant change, from the development of gay culture, to post-colonial            
trauma to political activism- they might benefit from non-straightforward and          
imaginative approaches.  
 
These forms of social development within the Caribbean is also noted through the             
reality of a place such as Grenada, where 'forgetting is not an option', as we hear from                 
Groundation Grenada's Malaika Brooks-Smith-Lowe. In a place where the revolution          
(which accumulated in 1983 by a US led invasion) still bears it marks, this memory               
helps put ideas forward on how change would look. It's interesting to see here that a                
political proposal, or event is not directly used by unpacking the context and reasons              
why the revolution happened, but to understand better its tactics in order to make              
them viable and usable within artistic practices. What is the inner-life of rebellion that              
still exists? 
 
From Jamaica the idea of hospitality is raised. How welcoming should a residency be?              
Micro-residencies that have happened in a small room or for a very short time have               
happened in NLS in Kingston, Jamaica and have proven to be successful. It perhaps              
brings together the reality of infrastructure and resources the Caribbean often has to             
deal with, but also the hospitality so known in the tourist industry. What to draw and                
extract from this industry of competition? How to see platforms existing beyond the             
exhibition alone? 
 
Non-alignment springs to mind as a possibility to think about generosity and            
alternative approaches. From Trinidad and Tobago we learn how Alice Yard, a            



 
 

programme that has been running for the last eight years, has operated as a non-profit               
without a budget, in and 'on their own terms’. It is where generosity of people is                
measured by freeing up family property, personal time and funds for the sake of              
keeping information and programming free. It's this independent thought that shows           
how entangled personal relations are in forming stable bodies that speak out in the              
voice of art. It's perhaps something that is completely lost elsewhere but still very              
much active in the Caribbean where these values have more value and are often the               
only currencies to use. It's also here that the first critical approaches appeared as              
warnings. Warnings that would brake an overenthusiasm toward artistic models in           
Europe, and instead focus on fields of politics, writing and sociology produced within             
the Caribbean as sources that are already there, perhaps more usable, more close and              
more creative in challenging systems of marginality. 
 
It seems another central example in our discussion is Curacao and the Instituto Buena              
Bista, founded by David Bade and Tirzo Martha. They have been creating an             
alternative school of sorts that, from a practical point of view, offers opportunities of              
producing and thinking about visual art. What can this idea of support be about? What               
does it mean to study in the region? Within their platform, housed in a psychiatric               
ward, they have been working on removing the idea that there can be one Caribbean               
art, that borders and exclusions exist for mainly young students and that inclusion and              
support are the main issues to consider at all times far beyond curatorial and artistic               
concerns alone. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Both my report, as well as the conference seem to be incomplete, for me- a positive                
conclusion. Where things are missing on the table, conclusions are incomplete and            
ideas are still developing, the further need of physical meetings become more and             
more relevant. This is not only to have the opportunity to actually be able to speak in a                  
time and geography where this is still difficult (the Caribbean is poorly but             
expensively connected internally) but also to show through the simple fact that            
meeting is possible, challenging the necessity of it and showing that this is possible.  
 
This is the first 'win' situation that the conference has made possible, it’s not to be                
underestimated how important it is to have organised a gathering of people sharing             
ideas in a room. It's even interesting to put that in the times of now, where we think a                   
global reality speaks to us in a digital form. 
 
But, there is more that has been 'won' here. It's definitely the concentration,             
commitment and ambition that sparked off this meeting in the first place. Not only              
were we able to share ideas on all of our spaces, environments and concerns, we were                
also asked to transform these speculations into tangible proposals. It's where we as             
CCA have been talking about supporting a mentorship programme together with           
Mother Tongue and David Dale Gallery. For us this hits the core of being able to                
sustain a long-term commitment, rather than understanding and dividing into projects           
with clear borders and ends. Others have been talking about writing residencies,            



 
 

setting up libraries, mapping the institutions in the region, offering job opportunities            
in the arts, etc. 
 
Where the borders of projects are being marked, we can equally talk about the more               
physical border of the Caribbean itself. These borders are still enormous hurdles in             
terms of funding, mobility and exchange and the conference has made clear that this is               
something to continuously challenge.  
 
For me however this challenge does not lie in understanding how to pass these              
borders in the most efficient way, whom to talk to and how to divert power to make                 
the Caribbean a more powerful engine in the visual arts. The real challenge lies in a                
better unpicking of these borders, its operation and its potential. I don't think we              
should put too much energy in developing techniques to get the Caribbean into a              
better position, it is to say the Caribbean is already in an amazing imaginative and               
strong position, steering away from victimising one’s role.  
 
These ideas come from my own current personal distrust in Europe's politics and             
social reality. In both Europe and Northern America we are still seeing a real              
deconstruction in governance and reliable political atmosphere under the name of           
democracy. The conference had some belief in changing the position of the Caribbean             
in such a way that finally Europe and America will see us, but I am not so sure about                   
Europe's value in any case, advocating that Europe is exactly not the way to look. Also,                
we have to imagine that whilst writing this report Cuba is still on the list of terrorist                 
supporting nations, Puerto Rico is still a colony of the US, we can still pay with Euros                 
in French Guyana and the Panama Canal has only been in Panamanian hands for 14               
years.  
 
I think this alignment with political but also artistic ideas coming from Europe, should              
be criticised. If we really want to consider the Global South, as this is a form we so                  
easily talk about also in curatorial practices, we need to get rid of its imagination as a                 
place always in lesser order than the north, a place that has not been in the light                 
before and needs to be put in the centre. It's a form of neo-exotisation that for me feels                  
unproductive and in fact dangerous. For me, the argument needs to take place in not               
wanting to move towards the centre and reclaim a rightful place, it's to partly ignore               
the power relationship that has made us talk and think as if there is always a centre                 
and a periphery.  
 
If we can challenge that very thought from artistic work, we might move to a much                
more balanced notion of the Caribbean, a notion that is sustainable and speaks of              
connection by analysing and speculating about the very infrastructure that has made            
up the complex Caribbean. It's a form of criticality that does not simply accept 'the               
global south' as a term and is able to find exciting new ways we cannot yet think of,                  
out of this unequal human relation. The conference has made me confident that it              
needs a lot of long-term committed work still, but as long as people can meet in a hot,                  
small library, we will be just fine and great things might happen. 
 



 
 

N’Goné Fall 
Co-founder/Director 
GAWLab 
Senegal 
 
Tilting Axis ideas and challenges 
 
I often witness art organizations willing to create a formal network to join forces, 
resources, strategies and become a stronger voice and a key player both locally and 
internationally. 
 
The main reason for the failure is the lack of funding and human resources to manage 
the network. Ideas and enthusiasm vanish as soon as people go back home and dive 
into their daily routine to sustain their own organization. 
All the representatives of organizations present in Barbados in March 2015 expressed 
their will to be part of a regional network, but how many of them can really devote 
time to create and manage the network? How many can make an individual 
commitment that will benefit the entire arts and culture field in the Caribbean? 
 
Tilting Axis will have to think of strategic solutions to become a real regional network. 
 
In the mind of many European institutions, the Caribbean region is under the umbrella 
of the USA. It means that Caribbean art organizations are almost never on the priority 
list of European funding bodies. 
 
I have no idea why your region is so much “off radar”, why you are more “silent and 
invisible” than other developing regions (Africa, South East Asia, Latin America) but it 
is time to come out of the woods and put your region on the international map. 
 
From my experience working with European institutions, the few options of Tilting 
Axis are: 

1. Join the Prince Claus Fund Network Partners Program (The Netherlands) 
2. Join the Arts Collaboratory Program for artists run spaces (The Netherlands) 
3. Apply as a regional network to the next ACP Cultures+ call for proposals 

 
Option 1 and option 2 are more for organizations like Fresh Milk than for regional 
networks. Did Fresh Milk ever apply to these Dutch institutions? 
 
Option 3 is a good format for a group of organizations willing to start a joint program.  
A Caribbean consortium could receive up to 500 000 € (five hundred thousand euros) 
for a 3 years program. The consortium is one lead organization, partners and 
associates. The main challenge is that the lead organization will have to prove its 
financial capacity and experience in managing a program of that amount. There are 
eligibility criteria of course, but British Council (UK) could be the lead. They can easily 
prove that they have the financial capacity and human resources to do so. You should 
talk to David about this. The fact that he joined the meeting is a positive indication of 
his interest in a Caribbean network. 
I don’t know if and when will the next call be launched, but you will have only 2 
months to submit a proposal. I suggest that you start thinking about it with David (BC) 
and come with a good idea to develop with other partners in the region. PAMM cannot 
be a partner as the USA is not on the country list. But PAMM can be an associate (and 



 
 

bring funding to the program). Keep in mind that ACP will only fund activities taking 
place in ACP countries and benefiting ACP audiences. 
 
 
What Tilting Axis could and will be depends on you and your partners. PAMM is a 
serious one and I am sure that you are in permanent contact with Tobias. 
So the first set of questions: 

1. What do you want to do? 
2. Why are you willing to do it? 
3. What is the goal? 
4. How do you achieve these goals? 

 
Of course, as you can imagine, you have to go beyond “promoting the region”, “being 
more visible”, “getting rid of the ukulele / rum & coca cola clichés”, etc. The 
competition is tough internationally as all art organizations from developing countries 
are knocking at the same doors while funding is shrinking in the West. What I mean is 
that you should go beyond “exhibition + publication” and keep in mind “relevance”, 
“impact”, “social change”. That’s the music funders are expecting to hear from 
developing countries… 
 
I will end by saying that unfortunately everything is on your shoulders and nothing 
will happen if you don’t give your time. As an “outsider”, I feel like an observer, but I 
can be a potential Trans Atlantic Partner. 
 
 
Solange Farkas 
Director 
Videobrasil 
Brazil 
 
It is a great pleasure to be part of this promising encounter Tilting Axis is providing.                
The Caribbean, despite its global relevance as a tourist destination, has yet to gain              
recognition as an inexhaustible source of visual art to its full potential and production.               
There is a clear difficulty in overcoming the ocean that surrounds this archipelago and              
Tilting Axis has a fundamental role in the unification of the region by hosting meetings               
and discussions and thereby increasing worldwide interest in the artistic production           
of the Caribbean. 
 
Jessica Carden 
Curator 
Mother Tongue 
Scotland 
 
Our participation at the Tilting Axis symposium Barbados stemmed from an event            
attended in Glasgow as part of the 2014 Commonwealth Games Cultural Programme.            
Developed and hosted by the David Dale Gallery, Fresh Milk’s Director Annalee Davis             
was invited to present Fresh Milk as part of the International Artist Initiated             
programme; the aim of which was to act as a catalyst for discussion and collaboration               



 
 

between artist-led projects internationally. Annalee discussed Fresh Milk’s core aims          
and its important context, as one of few established artist-led projects on the island of               
Barbados. During a panel discussion with other initiatives such as The Cyprus Dossier             
and Video Art Network Lagos, Annalee spoke about Fresh Milk’s relationship to issues             
around post-colonialism, cultural heritage, performative and touristic culture and         
geographical peripheries; all of which were issues that we, as Mother Tongue, have             
been exploring in different ways for some time through our curatorial projects. This             
first encounter sparked further dialogue with Fresh Milk about visiting Barbados, and            
so we were delighted to hear in late 2014 that the British Council Scotland would be                
funding us to undertake a four week residency with Fresh Milk, culminating in our              
presentation and attendance at the Tilting Axis symposium, alongside David Dale           
Directors and the CCA: Centre for Contemporary Art Glasgow’s curator Remco de Blaij.  
 
Our residency with Fresh Milk marked our first visit to the Caribbean; a region whose               
artists and writers we have been engaging with from a distance for some time. We               
arrived with a limited knowledge of the conditions under which artists and            
organisations are producing work and so began to focus our attention on the arts              
infrastructure of the island. Having established connections and initiated         
conversations with a large number of arts representatives and artists, the resounding            
chorus was one of frustration at the lack of support and exchange opportunities             
available.  
 
This sentiment was one that resonated with the majority of the symposia’s            
participants who spoke of the regions need to strategise existing relationships, forge            
new international links and begin work on connecting the regions’ burgeoning           
potential. The art histories of the Caribbean have largely been constructed externally,            
most often from the centers of the Caribbean diaspora such as the UK or North               
America, and so Tilting Axis marked a shift towards self-representation. With over 30             
participants brought together for the first time – economic factors play a restrictive             
role on mobility and capacity throughout the Caribbean – conversations on cultural            
exchange, resources and strategies for the future development of the cohort and its             
visibility began.  
 
Our position within the conference is one that came under the banner of ‘international              
partner’ or ‘outsider,’ and as such wanted to be self-aware and reflexive in our              
approach to the viable strategies which we could contribute to in a meaningful, and              
more importantly, equal way. After our many conversations with artists and           
organisations in Barbados during our residency period, we had begun to think about             
proposing an international mentorship programme. We wanted to respond to some of            
the urgencies and lacks pointed out to us by local practitioners, for e.g. there been no                
curating programme or modules available in tertiary education.  
The mentorship programme would be intended as a means to forge new and lasting              
links internationally; utilising the networks of both ourselves and partners across           
Europe and beyond, our aim is to link emergent Caribbean practitioners (artists,            
writers, curators) with professionals in the visual arts field globally. The programme            
could involve placements at arts organisations, residencies (linked to specific          



 
 

skills/equipment not readily available locally e.g. printmaking, video editing) and offer           
workshops around preparing artist statements, CVs, setting up artist-led activity and           
public-speaking. Tabled at Tilting Axis, the mentorship programme has become a           
point of development for a number of the attendees including CCA Glasgow; David             
Dale Gallery and Videobrasil. Holding a basic principal of exchange and collaboration            
at its core, we hope the Mentorship programme will have the potential to create              
meaningful links for Caribbean practitioners globally.  
 
Maria Elena Ortiz 
Assistant Curator 
Pérez Art Museum Miami 
Miami 
 
I greatly enjoyed participating in Tilting Axis because it was an opportunity to connect              
with the many art practitioners in the Caribbean. It seemed like an opportunity to              
encourage more cross-cultural exchanges within the region, connections with the          
outside world, as well as, encourage local art production. Most importantly, this            
conference led to interesting creative developments such as the conception of           
Caribbean Futures, a project that could potentially create research, exhibitions, and           
public programs and opportunities.  
 
Looking at my experience I propose that Tilting Axis should occur every two years in               
different locations because it might be easier to access funding for it and its action               
plans and mission. At this point, it would be ideal to make an advisory board as an                 
entity that could assist with funding applications and networking regionally and           
internationally. As the region starts to coalesce, Tilting Axis’ core needs to consider the              
inclusion of professionals outside of the region to develop and move forward their             
mandate. 
 
I got the impression that this first meeting was to assess interest. I would recommend               
that each conference could have a more specific focus, narrowing the conversation to             
themes pertaining to the region. I am looking forward to our next meeting and getting               
more involved with this effort. 
 
Kira Simon-Kennedy 
Co-founder 
China Residencies 
New York/China 
 
Tilting Axis brought together practitioners in the international cultural space to           
discuss and lay plans for increasing cultural exchange between the Caribbean and the             
rest of the Global South. This paradigm shift from the Western centric spheres of              
influences can only benefit artists and the organisations that support them in regions             
that are still too often overlooked by the supposedly global art world. As China              
Residencies’ co-founder & program manager, I joined the conversation to bring           
insights from China’s similarly remote and emerging art ecosystem, as well as to learn              



 
 

from Fresh Milk’s role as a mapping and connecting force amongst independent            
organisations in the Caribbean region.  
 
Although tilting the world's axis is an enormous undertaking, this inaugural edition set             
in motion an irreversible nudge in the right direction. The conference itself ran             
seamlessly, hosted in a beautiful and congenial setting in Fresh Milk’s reading room,             
which led to respectful and engaged discussions. By bringing together local           
organisations, curators, and artists and inviting outside perspectives from South          
America, Africa, Asia, as well as Europe and the US, Tilting Axis spawned discussions              
about resilience and self-reliance, the collective ignorance of history and the need for             
self-determination in former and present colonial territories. The intimate setting led           
to bitingly honest conversations about the shortcomings and needs faced by all, and             
brought about a legitimate framework on top of which solutions could be built. 
 
As a newcomer to the region, I was impressed by the vibrant energy generated by               
leaders of spaces like Groundation Grenada, IBB and NLS that embrace atypical            
structures and adapt to best serve their communities while striving to encourage and             
support the most cutting-edge young artists. Equally impressive were the genuine           
efforts on behalf of national art galleries like The Bahamas and Cayman Islands to              
bring in newcomers who previously felt excluded from elitist institutions. Breaking           
into workgroups brought about very concrete and actionable solutions for supporting           
arts writing, forging stronger links between the region through residency exchanges,           
as well as increasing educational support and exposure for all artists from the region.              
Last but in no way least, a strong consensus built around convening for a second               
edition of Tilting Axis, and participants agreed to share online and offline efforts to              
conserve momentum by tackling specific tasks based on each individual’s expertise           
and available resources. 
 
The Caribbean is a very unique region with its own set of challenges and              
opportunities, yet the parallels with China’s independent art scene are surprisingly           
numerous — from relatively newness of the field spurred by innovative and            
unconventional artist-led initiatives, to the difficulties in both soliciting funding and           
attracting audiences from the local communities. Spaces in China also tend to look             
outwards towards the conventional West for financial and institutional support, and           
also tend to encourage the most promising students to leave their country for higher              
education in Western art academies.  
 
There’s a similar isolation between organisations that occupy the same physical space            
but rarely, if ever, communicate in person due to geographic and linguistic barriers. I              
hope to model future meetings between China Residencies’ partner organisation after           
the enlightening and deliberately future-oriented discussions facilitated by Tilting         
Axis. 
 
Max Slaven & Ellie Royle 
Co-directors 
David Dale Gallery & Studios 



 
 

Scotland 
 
Get a boat, a boat large enough for all of us and what we do, was a suggestion in jest to                     
the solution of our problems. It was just one humorous interjection of many, among              
innumerably more deeply thought-provoking, and serious ones. But, it was one           
nevertheless that remained with us, and possibly piqued our interest the greatest. Just             
to clarify, the vessel referred to is purely a metaphorical one. It may be a hybrid                
between an ark, a ferry and a cruise liner – but it is definitely not sea worthy, being a                   
craft for abstract thought, and riddled with holes no doubt for that matter. But we are                
mixing metaphors there, though do indulge in the idea a little longer. The boat serves               
to outline the difficulties facing contemporary art in the Caribbean, and through            
offering a hypothetical solution, at least, clarifies the issues if not hints at steps              
towards solving them.  
 
So, if a boat (yes, sorry, still on that), and its historical precedent are the metaphorical                
solution how can we articulate the future? 
 
As colleagues, Ellie Royle, and I were kindly supported by The British Council, to              
attend Tilting Axis, a conference on sustainability and connectivity within          
contemporary art in the Caribbean. The conference was attended by a fascinating            
selection of practitioners from the Caribbean region in addition to fellow colleagues            
from Scotland and those from further afield such as USA, Brazil and Senegal.             
Hopefully the accounts which accompany this one will paint a full picture of the              
resilience, diversity, and excellence of the organisations and topics covered. I have to             
offer the précis to our contribution though, that at all times I was mindful that the                
predicament being discussed was very much not ours. Although we were fully            
involved in discussions, and our contributions heard, I was ever aware that this was              
not our situation. And that we could assist in ways, but not find solutions – as that                 
would need to fall to organisations in the region. 
 
Instead of offering a description of the discussions that occurred,, I’ll give an outline on               
what I drew from the two days – though I may need to offer a couple of                 
recommendations to justify this text. Firstly, what was the most immediately striking,            
though long lasting impression was the power within the room. Not necessarily a             
hierarchical power, although there were very prominent organisations represented,         
but the strength of the attendees and the power of what they produce. A room full of                 
initiative and determination is hard to come across, though here it was in spadesful.              
You could get drunk on inspiration through spending just a little time there, though              
over the course of 2 days the enthusiasm was so infectious, not one person I think                
could’ve left not committed to the aims of the conference. And this was exactly how               
our organisation returned, emboldened with a commitment to contribute and assist.           
Following on from this point, but distinct, was the intellect and aspirations of the              
discourse – this was pursued at a level that was both impressive and             
thought-provoking. The sort of discussions in which you cannot help but feel a duality              
of being elevated, but needing to elevate yourself to meet it. 
 
There are three primary issues, a secondary one close behind, and a vast myriad of               
facets, edifices and historical weights between these, other numerous problems          
waiting in the wings. These primary concerns would be: geography; financial aid; and             
education – with communication a close second. Now, it is not for us to elucidate these                
issues, as they will be far more eloquently and deftly dealt with by the residents of the                 



 
 

region, only to stick doggedly to our metaphor and offer an interpretation of the              
issues.  
 
Geography is the most evident, and simultaneously hard to overcome, problem. The            
spread of islands is incredibly difficult to move between. Therefore physically and            
culturally the nations have a distance and the main contemporary art centres suffer             
with this reality and it is enhanced by established capitalist orientated air travel.             
Obviously one solution would be money, unfortunately there isn’t any. The arts are             
chronically underfunded almost universally and acrsoss the Caribbean this is unlikely           
to change in the current economic climate. It is an issue, which dictates the current               
situation and problematizes any future growth within the sector. Added to that the             
private sector doesn’t contribute to the development of arts which shows a lack of              
education. Not education in general, but it points to the enlightenment of politicians –              
and a general strategy for current and future students to be able to lift the region from                 
its current stasis through the development of creative initiatives and informing future            
policy.  
 
The propositions I drew from the conference can really be surmised in two(ish) ways.              
Firstly, and more importantly back to the boat, the vessel which satisfies all             
fulfillments of a boat is the internet – and this needs to be exploited to a maximum.                 
Through the internet we can accomplish all the cultural exchanges required, travel            
thousands of miles, improve education through pulling resources, position and          
advocate for groups towards funders, and communicate to the fullest extent. T he             
organisations involved have obviously begun this, though there are much fuller           
extents to explore. The sequel to this, and in keeping with a maritime theme, is               
presenting a common face and formalizing, much like the SS.  
 
Tilting Axis, there is a strength and weight in pulling resources and presenting as one               
common face. Of course the activities between organisations are multitudinous in           
nature, this will serve to attract attention and weight to all the constituent             
organisations aims. And, what we can do we will, the first of these steps suggested by                
fellow UK colleagues Mother Tongue, and undertaken in partnership with other           
colleagues CCA, Glasgow, is to initiate a mentoring programme for Caribbean           
curatorial practice.  
 
Each of the organisations have a great wealth of experience within this, but most              
importantly a commitment to the region and its development. Curatorial practice           
within the emerging scene is foremost in my mind to changes and improvement of              
how people consider the region. 
 
To conclude, I want to offer my deepest thanks to Tilting Axis for the invitation to                
participate – there we forged lasting connections which I cannot understate, and in             
particular thanks to Fresh Milk and Annalee Davis for their wonderful hospitality and             
introduction to Barbados and the wider region. We look forward to contributing more             
in the short term and participating in further Tilting Axis events. 
 
 
 
THE END 
 


